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editor’s note

SUP’s healing
properties
There’s a lot of uncertainty in the world right now – an
obvious statement I know. How things will pan out
globally and domestically will only be a story told in
due course. It’s very easy to go on the defensive and
batten down the hatches when times get tough – that’s
just human nature. And yet, as paddlers we’re in the
perfect position to escape the trials and tribulations of
modern life and find a bit of release. I’m not saying
bury heads in the sand, which would be foolish. But we
all need to sit back, take stock and put some
perspective on things. Stand up paddling can help us
achieve that.
For a chance to unwind and see things in focus there’s
nothing better than grabbing paddle and board and
heading out for a sweep. And it doesn’t have to be
‘conditions’ led SUPing either. I for one am fond of simply
being out on the water and have been known, once out at
sea, to down tools and just float, breathing in my surrounds,
clearing head space and letting some of the stress lift from
my shoulders. Of course problems and such will always be
there when you get back to terra firma but half an hour of
sweeping could be all that’s needed to find a solution or
realise the actual scale of the problem (we do like to blow
things out of proportion as humans sometimes).
And remember just because you can’t get to the coast
doesn’t mean you shouldn’t indulge. Stand up fits all
manner of waterways and I’m sure there’s a stretch of brine
not too far away that’s a prime source of real estate for
unwinding. If not then make sure you make time the next
free period you get – you’ll be thankful you did.

Synergy
The beady eyed may have spotted the added value content
we’ve been adding over the last few months to SUPM’s
website. In among all that SUP goodness you’ll have noticed
other stories featuring a broader range of disciplines. You
may have even had a look at the three extra sections on the
site: The Waterman, Land Paddling UK and Windsurfing UK.
Now don’t worry, stand up remains (and always will be) the
focus. We’re aware, however, that a large portion of SUPers
simply aren’t one trick ponies – other disciplines come into
play. As such we’re in the process of widening our appeal to
be inclusive. If it has synergy and connections with SUP
(let’s be honest, many disciplines do) then it’s ripe for
publishing.
We’ve created separate social media feeds for each of these
sections so your normal SUP Mag UK stream doesn’t get
clogged up and confuse the issue. If you’re intrigued or a
fan of other sports from the same stable as SUP then check
them out and give us a Like or follow.
Enjoy this issue and your summer of SUP!
Tez Plavenieks, July 2016
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
@tezwoz
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Not all contributors are professional writers and
photographers, so don’t be put off writing because you have
no experience! Next issue is October 2016 with a
deadline of submissions on August 10th. Technical
Information: Contributions preferably as a Microsoft Word
file with 800-1200 words, emailed to tez@supmaguk.co.uk.
Images should be hi-resolution and emailed with the Word
file or if preferred, a Dropbox folder will be created for you.
SUP Mag UK encourages contributions of any nature but
reserves the right to edit to the space available. Opinions
expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the
publishing parent company, 2b Graphic Design. The
publishing of an advertisement in SUP Mag UK does not
necessarily mean that the parent company, 2b Graphic
Design, endorse the company, item or service advertised.
All material in SUP Mag UK is strictly copyright and all
rights are reserved. Reproduction without prior permission
from the editor is forbidden.

Neilson
SUP
Smashes World Record
Bewl Water, Kent - July 23rd

Photos: Dave White (www.davewhite.photography), Aidan Egan Tranter

The SUP boarding community came together in force on Saturday July
23 at Bewl Water for a fantastic festival of SUP boarding and a Guinness
World Records™ title attempt! Hundreds of SUP boarders and their
families and friends enjoyed a huge range of activities on the water,
checked out all the latest gear in the SUP village and relaxed in the sun
on the lawns surrounding the lake at Bewl.
Dan Charlish, Director of Armada Events said, “We are delighted that the event went so
well and people had such a good time. To see so many people of all ages on the water
having fun – from beginners through to experienced racers and pros – is exactly what
the SUP Armada is all about. And then to finish off with this huge effort to successfully
break the World Record with 390 SUP boarders around a mile course just finished the
festival off perfectly.”
Alongside the beginner taster sessions, SUP team races, SUP yoga and intermediate
sessions the event also included competitive SUP racing for the first time, with the UK
SUP National Series Races and the Red Paddle National Junior Championships taking
place as part of the day. Head of Water Safety at the event, Andy Gratwick from Easy
Riders, said, “We had a huge variation of activities taking place on the water but the
venue is ideal for this kind of event and the boats and safety crews worked hard to
ensure everyone had a fantastic (and safe!) time on the water.”
An atmosphere of fun ran throughout the day, highlighted by a large number of fancy
dress superheros taking to the water during the record attempt. Organisers were also
delighted with how many families and children signed up. Dad of three boys
Christopher Reed came with his family and said, “This was a perfect festival for
families. We brought our three young boys and they camped for the first time – and
loved it. They tried loads of SUP activities and then went out and broke a world record.
You guys certainly know how to create great memories for people!”
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Armada Festival
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Sarah Cramer, Head of Marketing at Neilson said, “What a fantastic event to be part of!
I was bowled over by how many people took part; all ages, all abilities and from all
over the country. SUP is an ever-growing part of what we offer on a Neilson holiday and
it was wonderful to meet so many people who make it part of their life back in the UK
too. The Neilson team loved taking part in the record break attempt – and on a
personal level, I’m so glad we smashed it!”
A ‘SUP Village’ of industry partners exhibited all the latest gear on site, and the event
attracted many of the big names in the SUP World whilst also receiving fantastic
support from companies such as Neilson and Nuffield Health. Over £2,000 was raised
for charity through the hire of SUP boards to participants, which will support the work
of the Armada Trust by funding a number of grassroots SUP projects, helping the sport
reach young people who would otherwise never have the opportunity to get involved.
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Dan Charlish quickies
The very busy event organiser Dan gave us
five minutes for a few quick questions…
How do you feel the event went overall?
We are delighted with how it went! All the hard work paid off, the
weather was perfect, the venue was stunning, loads of people came,
everyone had a great time on and off the water and we smashed the
World Record to finish. We couldn’t be happier!

Anything you'd change?
I would have liked it to go on for longer, have a proper evening
celebration and carry on over onto the Sunday with event more SUP
based events. However, that’s for next year!

What was the final total of Guinness World Record
breakers nailing the SUP Armada title?
The final total was 390 SUP boarders paddling the World Record mile –
of which 96 only learnt that morning!

Is there a SUP Armada 2017 in the pipeline?
Absolutely, we had such a great time and the event really seemed to
capture the imagination of everyone there. The SUP community and
industry came together and everyone had a day to remember – that’s
what it’s all about, and I think the event can grow with the sport.

If yes to above has the venue been decided?
Well we have to chat to the owners of Bewl again and see how it went
for them – but people seemed to love the venue and it’s certainly a
great spot for the event with all the lawns to picnic on and watch the
action.

Final thoughts on the Neilson SUP Armada?
We loved it – a huge thank you to everyone who came and supported
and made it such a great event!
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To watch a short film capturing all the action
of the Neilson SUP Armada Festival, see:
https://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2016/07/26
/sup-youre-all-record-breakers-neilson-suparmada-event-film/
For the full set of Dave White’s photos from
the day please see:
www.davewhite.photography/
History/2016/SUP-Armada/
For more information please visit
www.suparmada.com
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THE RACE WINNERS OF THE DAY…
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IINFLATABLE
CARBON RAIL - STIFF AND LIGHT
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RACER

EXPLORING

ALLROUND

12’6”X28” RACER 14’0”X31” TOURING 12’0”X33”
14’0”X28” RACER 12’6”X31” TOURING 11’2”X32”
12’6”X26” RACER 11’6”X30” TOURING 10’5”X30”
10’5”X32”
10’0”X35”
0RVWPRGHOVDYDLODEOHLQ'HOX[HDQG=HQ


 
 

SURF

ATLAS 9’0” X 30” CONVERSE
BLEND
DRIVE
WIDE POINT
WHOPPER

TEAM

YOGA

RIVER

18’6”X60” STARSHIP 11’2”x40” YOGA 40
11’0”x34” STREAM
9’5” X 36” SUP POLO 1’2”x32” YOGA
CROSS OVER
CROSS OVER 9’6”x36” STREAM
10’0”x35” YOGA
8’6”x33” X-STREAM
DASHAMA

SPECIALTY
11’6”x30”
11’2”x40”
12’0”x34”
12’0”x28”

PADDLE FOR HOPE
EXPLORER
SPORTSMAN
OCEAN RESCUE

www.star-board.com
www.facebook.com/st
www.facebook.com/starboardsup
w
www.facebook.com/StarboardSUPUK

Standing in the

SUP
of Luxury
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Words and pics: Dave White
Paddlers l to r: Matty Hurrell, Jake More, Abigail Rose Poulton and Emma Round

England is a treasure chest of paddle boarding locations, though
few combine such enchanting views with the ability to challenge or
relax its occupants in equal measure as the River Stour.
Whilst a long time favourite of our rowing and canoeing brethren, it’s only when you
stand up you get to appreciate the vistas that inspired the artist John Constable. While
his art is famed across the planet, there’s no better way to experience ‘Constable country’
than to paddle through it.
Our two-day adventure starts on the terrace of the tranquil Maison Talbooth. Looking
down across the countryside it’s hard to believe we’re in Essex, let alone a train hop from
London. While our journey will take us to the furthest corner of Essex, we’re actually
riding its border with Suffolk, but by the time we reach Harwich we’ll have swapped the
fresh river water for a salty and tidal sea.
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More open to the elements,
every twist of the river opens
to another stunning yet
different view
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Our paddlers take their first bite of the Stour at the Le Talbooth, just a
short two-minute drive by a Range Rover and all part of the Milsom hotels.
This is a stunning way to enter the river; the water is crystal clear without
much noticeable flow most days. It’s hard not to amble along and take in
the vista, though look down with polarised glasses and it feels like you’re
gliding across treetops as the water is so glassy.
If this were a lazy Sunday afternoon paddle, we’d be stopping for tea at
our first mile. The reflections of Dedham Mill on the water suck you in,
once up to the buildings you realise you can’t pass the mill without
backtracking 30 metres to the exit point and walking around.
Once off your board and time allowing, the Boat House makes a welcome
stop any time of day, though for us our first rest is another mile and a half
further along. This section between Dedham and Flatford Mill is by far the
most popular. More open to the elements, every twist of the river opens to
another stunning yet different view. Canoes, kayaks and rowing boats are
never out of sight, the latter more often than not seeming to be piloted by
the uncoordinated, or back seat drivers. Either way their trial and
tribulations will enlighten your journey.
Stopping at Flatford Mill felt compulsory, we are British after all – tea and cake
anyone? Clearly a very popular spot and while I’m sure they’ve seen plenty of
SUPs pass by we did seem to bring an air of amusement to onlookers.
Life seems to have sped up since Constable’s time, but somehow the slowgoing pace of life of his day still appears to still have a foothold in Flatford,
and to be honest we could have sat on the bank soaking up the atmosphere
but as they say, “Tide and time wait for no man,” let alone SUPers.
We still needed to wind our way along another four miles to Cattawade
before we could switch to the sea. Our third leg of the river changes again,
like the first, you’re all alone, though this time the foliage encroaches
more, making green tunnels to guide you along your way.
Just as the trees open up again the Stour splits in two, stay to the left, the
other route may be quicker but its exit is less than gracious and you could
find your fin biting at the riverbed.
At what seems to be the river’s end there’s a picnic area, which seems like
the natural exit, it’s not, the little hole in the wall doesn’t appear to go
anywhere. However, follow it and you see another three arches to pass
before you can make the transition to the sea.
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This is where we
needed to get the timing right, there’s still
11 miles to go and there’s no point it
making it hard work battling an incoming
tide. Likewise, you don’t want to be
stumbling through the mud. We’d not only
caught the tide just right but the weather
was working with us for a calm and easy
paddle, though an optimist would have
opted for a westerly for a down winder, but
that would have made for hard work the
following day as winds don’t rarely switch
180 degrees in your favour overnight.
With the tide ebbing, we knew there wouldn’t
be many places to get out of the water with
ease, or at least where there were
refreshments and a seat. Manningtree has a
sandy beach but with it being within a mile of
Cattawade it seemed too early a stop. Funny
how quickly things can change, we spotted
an ice cream van on the shore road before
Mistley. Naturally we would have passed it by
if it wasn’t for a great photo opportunity with
one of the many wooden wrecks that line this
coastline.
The perfect break would have been Mistly
itself, a quaint village with some great pubs,
where the harbour has enough water at all
tides, except they’ve fenced off our exit. I’m
told there is a local campaign to have this
removed, if all goes to plan this should be
open next year.

As with all good
adventures there was a
little more planning
than guesswork
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Moving down the
coast we spotted a few natural landing
spots, perfect for a secluded picnic, if it
wasn’t for the odd tyre track there’s no
sign of humanity for several miles. The
exception comes halfway along our sea
route. Wrabness is a private beach lined
by oversized beach huts on stilts, it’s a
pity it’s so hard to reach by road, as this is
the only exit point that works in all states
of tide.
Our final destination of the day may be
just over five miles and yet it seems to be
quickly looming over the horizon, paddle
as we may it never seemed to get any
closer, just bigger. What our eyes had
focused on wasn’t Harwich but the
neighbouring dock of Felixstowe, which
was further than we needed to go. While
this backdrop was in stark contrast to Le
Tallbooth, it seemed quite fitting that at
the end of our industrious day, the UK’s
busiest port would watch over us as we
pulled into Harwich’s little harbour and
our home for the evening: The Pier.
It wasn’t long before the boards were
stowed and the team were recounting
their favourite moments of the day’s
journey with a few drinks on the balcony.
For tomorrow, we could retrace our paddle
strokes back to whence we came.
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We had travelled 18 miles to get here and
while our waterproof backpacks afforded us
a few essentials and provisions we clearly
didn’t have the luxury of a wash bag or
room for the ladies suitcases, but as with all
good adventures there was a little more
planning than guesswork. Actually, the
Milsom Hotels did all the planning, so our
bags had arrived long before us. Truth be
told, this trip and its return is not for
everyone but that’s the beauty of this route.
As an avid SUPer, Paul Milsom knows well
that not every SUP on the river should be a
boot camp from A to B. As much pleasure
can come from a leisurely saunter,
stopping to soak up the atmosphere or
discovering the sights beyond the confines
of the river, and he just happens to have a
unique collection of hotels and restaurants
that shine a path along our route like
diamonds in a tray of soot.
Tide, time and weather have their
influences and the midday tide works
well for the return trip, however, many a
time it could be the opposite! There’s a lot
to be said for catching the early bird tide
from Harwich for a one-way trip. Timing
would work out perfectly to take in a
swim or be pampered in the spa before
rounding off the day back at La Talbooth
for some fine dining in the knowledge
that tomorrow is just a Sunday saunter.

Stop and linger
Retracing our steps there’s a few highlights worth a mention and in most
cases you’ll be fine to let your SUP sit on the shore while you explore.

Wrabness

Cattawade

Ask any of its 400 occupants and I’m sure
they’ll tell you there is more to Wrabness
than Grayson Perry’s Essex ‘dream house’.
Famed as much for his cross-dressing as his
ceramic vases, this Essex artist has the
stilted beach huts in the shadow of his
home. While a reasonable walk from the
beach, this is one house that has to be seen
to be believed.

With free and easy parking, Cattawade is a
great spot for launching or exiting the Stour
River, sea and fresh water are only separated
by a gently sloping concrete ramp. Though
you might want to type ‘Cattawade shark’
before dipping your toes into the sea, it’s
not what you expect to encounter in Essex.

Flatford Mill
Find out about the pretty hamlet of Flatford
and the buildings that are featured in many
Of John Constable’s painting. Willy Lott's
House is most famous for being depicted in
Constable’s The Hay Wain painting. Or visit
the John Constable exhibition to find out
what made John famous.

Mistley and Manningtree
If the freethequay.org campaign is
successful, the Mistley Thorn is a lovely
place to grab some lunch, until then it’ll be
easier to head to the Lion at Manningtree.
It boasts just about every style of cuisine, or
at least whatever the local takeaways are
offering. An intriguing option is while
ordering your drinks from the bar there’s a
host of menus from the local takeaways
next to a cupboard full of cutlery. All they
ask is you stack the plates after eating.

Dedham
If you’ve paddled to the Boat House, you’re
hardly in need of renting a rowing boat, though
you might want to pop inside for a meal or just
take a walk around the village shops.

While we noted its sandy beach en route,
we’re pleased to report that this is
accessible on all but the lowest of tides. The
Stour Sailing Club host the Manningtree
Paddle and Oar Festival in June if that fits in
with your calendar.

Milsom Hotels
If you’d like to recreate our journey in full or
just section at a time, contact
www.milsomhotels.com and they can
arrange your stay.

Starting out and SUP tours
Haven’t yet tried SUP or want to take a
guided tour?
Contact curveboardsports.co.uk or
zenithsup.co.uk for more information.
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Surf &
SUP Kid

Surf-G 6'8

SUP Surf Series
High-Voltage

Prism

Maxi-G

Evo

Longboard

Get Up – WindSUP

A
A V A I L A B L E F R O M K A I S P O R T S A N D P A R T I C I P AT I N G N A H S K W E L L R E TA I L E R S .
Contact Kai Sports for more details
info@kaisports.co.uk • +44 (0)23 80840777

Allround Series
Kool – WindSUP

Kool Air

Well
10.8 – WindSUP

W W W. K A I S P O R T S . C O . U K

Sport Series
Skool – WindSUP

Training

NAH-SKWELL UK

Fit

Beach Comp

Scow Mk2

#NAHSKWELL

Radio Fran
Fran Blake profile
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With a love of SUP racing, windsurfing, cycling and pole
dancing (!!) Fran Blake is the ever popular right arm of
Nik Baker and his K66/Fanatic UK distribution
company. With injury marring event attendance
in recent months – and indeed the opportunity
to paddle full stop – Fran recently underwent
a second bout of surgery to right the
wrongs. With her imminent return to SUP
on the cards Fran tells us her story..
Words: Fran Blake

I first saw iSUP around 2010/11. To be honest I
thought to myself: ‘Why would you ever want to
do that?!’ My first ever paddle on a SUP was in
July 2012 at Beachlands, Hayling Island, with my
Osteopath friend Nick Cowx who'd been treating
me for years for sporting injuries. He kept nagging
at me to try SUP, so I did.
I was hooked well and truly from the beginning. I
guess I'm a bit of a water baby. I started
windsurfing when I was 16. Back in my twenties
I'd paddled Dragon Boats pretty seriously,
travelling to Asia to compete for the UK team at
the Worlds in Hong Kong. After that I moved to
Australia and lived in Sydney for six years where I
got into outrigger paddling. Getting on a SUP was
an eye opener.
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I couldn't believe what an awesome
I'm a bit of a cycling nut, both road and
mountain biking. I'm definitely now also a Strava
bore, but I do find Strava is a great motivational
tool. The bike work is important for cardio and I
know gives me leg strength. I find during races
my legs work really hard. A bike training partner
of mine came to one of my SUP races and
couldn't believe how much I was panting. The
two sports are very closely linked in my opinion
and complement each other very well. I teach
spinning and practise Yoga also. And I'll get back
to swimming once my shoulder improves.

opportunity I'd missed during non-wind
windsurfing days. I competed in my first race at
the NWF (National Watersports Festival) in early
September 2012 – about six weeks later.

“If you don't
live near the
beach you
miss too
many
opportunities
to get on the
water”

I always deny I'm competitive. I'll admit I like to
push myself, against myself. But I guess from
the first time I paddled a race board I knew that
was for me. At that time I had just completed a
year of cycle road racing in the Surrey Women's
Team which was a fantastic opportunity. But
with no age grouping and having to really work
hard to compete I guess I found SUP racing a
whole lot less dangerous, plus really enjoyable
and rewarding.

I used to love pole fitness, but not sure my
shoulder can take it anymore! We moved to
Hayling Island for the windsurfing, which has for
most of my life been my true passion sport. If
you don't live near the beach you miss too many
opportunities to get on the water.

I don't mind solo training and for me chucking
the board on the truck and hitting the water is
pretty simple. Not a lot of fuss and you're out
there. Bliss! Teaching people new to the sport is
something else I really enjoy. This followed on
from the racing and so I set up SUP4LIFE. I'd
love more opportunity to teach SUP fitness but
realistically in our climate it's fairly limited.
Paddle surfing is next! I'm working on this. It's
definitely something I enjoy, but I have a long
way to go. I definitely want to have a good crack
at it.
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My shoulder injury, and getting it put right, means
I'm only just back paddling proper. I'm teaching
on Fanatic Fly Air Premium 10’4s. They're a great
board for beginners and an all round neat bit of kit.
I have a Fanatic Falcon Flatwater 12'6 X 24" and
use Fanatic Carbon Pro paddles. I sold my Fanatic
Allwave and Open Ocean Falcon 12'6 x 24" just
before Xmas last year.
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These are due to be replaced very soon. When my
husband George is not on the water I pinch his
Fanatic Fly Wood Edition to go and catch waves off
the SUPer Bank at Beachlands. I am lucky enough to
have quite a collection of Fanatic windsurfing kit
and North Sails. And I live in ION apparel and
wetsuits – as you can imagine.
I have some favourite kit from back in the day. My
Falcon Open Ocean 12'6 x 24" race board was a
gem! Alex Mullaney has it now. We've both won
Battle of The Thames on it, so it's still a great
board, despite its age.
Part time I work with Nik Baker helping to run UK
sales for Fanatic, North Sails and ION. Part of my
role involves keeping our team riders across SUP,
windsurfing, wake boarding, surfing and kitesurfing
happy. The business is based in Worthing, but I now
work mostly from home on Hayling Island, or any
coffee house within 10 miles. This frees me up for
teaching SUP, plus teaching a bit of spinning and
looking after our two girls – Holly (16) and Carla
(13). Nik and I are talking about me increasing my
responsibilities. I love working with Nik. I know he
wants me to move to Worthing where K66 is based,
but I'm not leaving Hayling. Sorry Nik! I think
there's so much more I can do to help with the
business and we're working on that.
As a lawyer I worked in the legal profession for 25
years – UK and Australia. I really thought I'd
never escape. Encouraged by George I took the
plunge to give the security of that job up and got
a life in 2011, promptly taking up sport full time! I
retrained as a SUP, gym and spinning instructor in
autumn 2012, having no real plan as to what I
was going to do with any of it!.
Frustration and a very supportive husband made
me finally realise I needed to quit the rat race. I
was totally over unit based charging and every
minute of the working day having to be
accounted for. I worked the last 14 years
defending the NHS in medical negligence. A truly
depressing experience. You could never really say
that you'd done a good job.
Stand up paddling has so many great
attributes. It's not too challenging to
learn and this is its huge appeal. Unlike
other sports that I've been involved
with, there's no steep learning curve.
It's fun to progress and once you've
mastered the basics you realise its
depth and all the different aspects it
offers. You might want to train to race,
master SUP surfing, just catch your
first wave, tour or simply enjoy getting
your feet wet and the whole Zen feeling
it offers. It's relatively cheap to get into
and once you've got some kit the water
is free. The SUP community is so
friendly too, it's easy to meet people
who are all out there basically enjoying
themselves and having fun.
29
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Stand up
paddling has so
many great
attributes. It's
not too
challenging to
learn and this is
its huge appeal

Will SUP be as big as cycling?
However, at my first SUPBIKERUN event in May
that year I felt my shoulder give way halfway
through the mountain bike leg.

Hmmm, maybe…Cycling has grown massively
in the last few years. Events like SUPBIKERUN
which Fanatic sponsor are fantastic fun and
have been really instrumental with introducing
SUPers to biking again and vice versa. So who
knows?

After completing the event (what great events
these are) it was a long, painful drive home from
Exmoor. That led to further consultations. These
confirmed a tear in my rotator cuff. Despite
work to try to get this resolved there was no
improvement. Pretty much a year after my last
SUP race I had surgery, just before Xmas 2015.
Unfortunately, I developed a frozen shoulder
after the surgery, which I'm still working hard to
recover from. I had further surgery on June 1,
2016. And I now have a real hope of seeing
massive, faster improvement. There’s still more
work to complete before I’m competitive again
but I have not lost my desire to race.

Cycling Rule #12 already is easily transferable
to SUP. You know, the one where the correct
number of boards to own is n+1? It goes like
this – while the minimum number of boards
one should own is three, the correct number is
n+1; here n is the number of boards currently
owned. This equation may also be re-written as
s-1, where s is the number of boards owned that
would result in separation from your partner.
(Work that one out! – Ed).

There’s still more work
to complete before I’m
competitive again but I
have not lost my desire
to race

I started having serious shoulder problems mid2014. I'd played county squash for 20 years
which had taken its toll on my body, together
with all the previous paddle sports I guess. I'd
had shoulder investigations way back in 2000.
At the end of the 2014 season I remember a
race in Bournemouth where I couldn't even
chase my own shadow. The pain was pretty
intense, so I thought I'd be sensible and rest it. I
ended up having a steroid injection in March
2015. That was magic. No pain for two months
and I decided no paddling and to rest more still.

Right now I just want to be able to paddle again
properly! Then I can set goals. I've given up
other sports I loved due mostly to a back injury
and I'm determined that I can return to the
water again to compete at some level.
Hopefully some time abroad will help with my
rehab. George is heading out to Rio to work on
the Olympic and Paralympic Games, so there's a
plan hatching to have a break after that in
Jericoacoara (Jeri), Brazil. I need to get properly
fit for windsurfing and SUP by September.
Other than Jeri in Brazil, I want to take our girls
Holly and Carla somewhere where they can
learn to windsurf in a warm steady breeze and
do loads of SUP, maybe a spot in Greece or
Turkey. Cornwall is bound to also be a summer
destination but as much as I love being away I
still love home. Beachlands, Hayling. SUP
Simple!
To my parents and parents in law, wider family
and especially George, Holly and Carla I’d like to
say thank you for your support and putting up
with my selfish sport training, competing and
goal attainment for the whole of your lives. And
to my regular cycle training partners Kate and
Muzza who put up with ‘Radio Fran’. Also to Nik
Baker for first sponsoring me with both
fantastic Fanatic and ION kit and then giving
me a job I love.
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The Jurassic Coast lies on the south coast of
England. It is one of the most famous and
ancient bits of coastline on the whole planet.
It is also home to some of the best surf reefs in
the UK, not to mention miles and miles of
remote shoreline with private beaches only
accessible from the water. It has amazing
features such as Durdle Door, Bat Hole,
Lulworth Cove and Kimmeridge Bay. For the
more adventurous there are tidal races and
overfalls, but these should be treated as the
death traps they can be!

Jurassic
jaunt

touring the south coast’s
ancient coastline by SUP
Words and pics: Dave Adams
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The ideal place for some SUP expedition then? Yes!
As long as you make some plans and are aware of the
possible hazards – strong tidal flow, tricky access,
few escape points and lack of phone signal. Then
there is the sea itself, which can drop a thick fog
within seconds!
As usual our trip was a last minute decision, basically
being dictated to by the weather/sea gods. After a quick
call to Stephen Hale (aka Stuttieboy), we were loading up
the paddle wagon or the ‘Beach Hut on Wheels’ as it’s more
commonly known. We knew a great ‘stealth camper’ spot
not far from our desired put in, so we headed there hoping
that we could get parked at our desired place. We did…
Next morning, we didn't need to rush as our tidal window
allowed a few hours to have breakfast, coffee and chill until
about 11am. We then hitched a ride with the tidal conveyer
belt. Our put in was at Kimmeridge Bay, where we would
catch a one knot flow after paddling about a kilometre or so
to the outermost point at KBay: Broad Bench.
As we rounded the infamous Bench we saw a couple of
sit-on-top kayaks with children on board. The father
asked me if the next point we could see was Durdle Door.
He seemed shocked when I told him it was at least
another five miles away! I also told him that he would be
fighting the tide all the way back too, otherwise they’d be
waiting for six hours. He didn't even realise he was in a
tidal stream, with his whole family. At that point they
turned back. To be honest he and his family would most
likely have been OK but it just highlights the possible
dangers lurking for the unaware.
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After Broad Bench
the main thing that dominates the whole stretch of coast is Gad Cliff, towering 150 meters out
of the sea for the next two kilometres. You can really feel the ancient vibe along this stretch, but
the buzz of motor boats gets more frequent as soon as you get close to Lulworth Cove.
Lulworth Cove itself is really not that impressive from the sea. It sort of creeps up on you and
just appears to be a small gap in the cliffs either side. This is where things start getting busy,
with weekend warriors zooming around on various forms of internal combustion craft. Then
you’ve got the tourist boats taking customers on a joy ride to see Durdle Door. They are high
speed RIBs and they come close throwing off huge wake, so be ready for some fun.
Arriving at the Door, there had to be at least 500 people on the beach just inside the huge
natural arch. You can see why. It’s an impressive sight, a freeze frame in time as the rocks
stand there showing their ancient past in their curves and fault lines. Another kilometre or
so at the other end of the beach there is a fantastic tunnel through the headland, Bat Hole.
That’s as far as we paddled and after a long coffee break, we headed
back. Against the tide at first but it wouldn't be long until the flow was
in our favour.
Soon though the tide was the least of our worries. As we passed Durdle
Door, a thick fog dropped and engulfed us within minutes. Visibility
was down to about 50 metres. The joyride boats were now crawling
along sounding fog horns. We had to hug the shore very tightly all the
way back. It was seriously disorientating. We couldn't see a thing and
just had to trust that as long as the shore line was on our left, we were
heading the right way.
Within a couple of hours the fog slowly started to lift, giving amazing
views through the haze towards Broad Bench and Kimmeridege. The
Bench was now showing a small tidal race on the flood, which added
some fun to finish our trip.
It’s always a great site seeing the van in the distance on the last leg of a long paddle.The
evening sun was throwing stunning light into the bay. The short but lovely last leg of our
adventure into Kimmeridge was across crystal clear waters and wildlife encrusted rocks – it
really is an amazing place.
For those who fancy the same paddle the whole trip is roughly 26 kilometres but could easily be
broken down into smaller chunks if you have less time. Be aware of the tidal flow and get up to
date weather forecasts before you leave. Remember to let somebody know your journey plan
and approximate finishing time and always go as a group.

Safety first and all that…
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FREE
PADDLE
WITH EVERY

BOARD
Use promo code

FatStick12

PETER EDKINS
8’6 WAVE FISH // PORTHLEVEN

SMALL BRAND,
BIG PERFORMANCE
From

£399
Performance SUPs
at affordable prices

See the full range at

fatstick.co.uk

Alex Murray profile

Road to G

When the ISA confirmed the SUP Worlds were going to take place
in Fiji (Nov 12-20) everyone picked to represent their country
took a collective gasp, pinched themselves and re-read the
announcement. Paddling in paradiscal bliss, with only your fellow
c o m p e t i t o r s i n t h e wa t e r, w h a t c o u l d b e b e t t e r ? Fo l l o w i n g t h e
news reality then bit. It’s all very well being on the team but
t h e n t h e h a rd s l o g o f f i n a n c i n g t h e t r i p s t a r t s . A s p a r t o f Te a m G B
Alex Murray is on that path and hoping to be among the action in
Fiji. We hit Alex up to get the goss from the Cornish ripper and
see how things have been going.
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When did you discover stand up
paddle and what made you get
involved?

What’s your local put like in and
why’s it special?

I had my first try in 2006 when UK SUP pioneer Olaus
McLeod brought a 12’1” Laird Surftech down to Polzeath for
the Escape team to try. After catching my first wave I was
instantly hooked. We then got to work in the factory
building our first board and paddle soon afterwards.

Polzeath is my main SUP spot. It's mostly a fat longboard
style wave, but with usually fairly long rides, for a beach
break. Perfect for stand up!

How about abroad – any favourite
stand up spots you can mention?
Soon to be Cloudbreak in Fiji, I hope!

Have waves always appealed or do
you enjoy flat water SUP also?
I have always been passionate about surfing, since starting
at the age of twelve. But I do love flat water exploring and
cruising when the sun is out.
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Interview: SUP Mag UK Pics: Andy Grainger, BSUPA and Lara Murray

GOLD

Te l l u s a b o u t t h e S U P s c e n e i n y o u r
neighbourhood – is stand up getting
more popular or could more work be
done to attract newbies?
So far it definitely feels like more people are doing it this
summer, especially when it's small. Also there is a lot
happening on the estuary (Camel) with the surf schools.

Do you work with any clubs or SUP
schools to help boost
participation levels?
Not at the moment. I had a school in the early days but found
the lugging and storage of heavy boards a pain. It must be
much easier now with blow ups.

How far do you plan on taking it –
will Fiji be enough or do you have
your sights set on further global
events?
I really can't think beyond Fiji at the moment.

Ta l k u s t h ro u g h y o u r c o m p e t i t i v e
SUP career to date – what have
been the highs and lows?

What are you most looking forward
to about the World Champs in Fiji?

I competed in John Hibbard’s 2007 September Sessions back at
the beginning of SUP competition in this country – which was
still the most fun event I’ve been part of. It had surf and race
together with such a great atmosphere.

Surfing in paradise!

The low point sadly has to be the last BSUPA comp at Gwithian.
Great venue, weather and people, but literally no waves. 18cm
would have been stretching it, never mind the BSUPA
competition minimum of 18 inches.

Until we know which spot we will be competing at I can't say.
The ISA still haven't given out details on where the event will be
yet. Hopefully it will be announced soon. But wherever it is I will
give it my all.

Give us your opinion on UK SUP
surfing as a whole – do you think
we can mix it up on the world
stages?

Te l l u s a b o u t t h e k i t y o u ’ re
c u r re n t l y u s i n g a n d h o w, i f a n y ,
this’ll differ from the set up
you’ll be heading to Fiji with?

It will be interesting to see how well we do in real waves. Matt
(Barker-Smith) and Aaron (Rowe) have given strong performances
in the past and it looks like Ollie (Laddiman) and Blue (Ewer) are
going to be pushing it in the future. It's just a shame there aren't
more young guys coming up through the ranks.

At Escape I am constantly experimenting, shaping and testing
new boards. Latest is a 7’6” X 26 ¼” squash tail thruster. I will
probably take something like this and a 7’8”- 7’10” for when it
gets bigger. Again I can't really say fully until I know what spot
we will compete at.

How do you think you’ll perform –
any anxieties yet or will that be
later?
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Are you doing any specific training
in preparation for the event?
Just surfing as much as possible at the moment. I will move on
to full training towards the end of summer.

What about other areas of SUP –
anything on the Alex Murray
bucket list outside of SUP surfing
you want to get ticked off?

What about diet? Anything you’ve
added and/or removed?

I would love to get my children SUPing in waves. I'm also very
keen to give foil boarding a go and I really want to try some
white water river stuff too.

Not planning to change much, I usually eat quite healthy food.
I'm a veggie but eat fish. But I will try to go easy on the booze.
I have got a few big parties coming up, so it's going to be hard.

Ta l k u s t h ro u g h y o u r s p o n s o r s h i p
drive to get to Fiji. What are you
doing to raise funds for the trip?
Are you finding it tricky?

If so what was the motivation
behind the above?

It has been hard work for sure. I have written a lot of letters to
surf companies and spent far too much time on the Internet.
But most of my success has been through help from friends
and family. So far I am really pleased to have two great
sponsors in place: Outsider (a TV production company) and the
Cornish Bed Company.

I became a veggie in my late teens. I went over to the dark side
after experiencing too many Moroccan meat markets whilst
travelling there one winter.

You’re known as a surfer but do
you have any desire to get
involved in SUP racing?

What can people do to help?

I did a few races in the early days but it’s not really my thing. I
enjoy watching though and will be fully supporting Team GB
out in Fiji. I do, however, like the idea of doing downwind foil
racing, that could be really fun.

It would be really great if they could follow me on social media. I
have a Facebook sports page and I am alexmurraysurf on
Instagram.

Any final shout outs and thanks?
Yes, massive thanks to my amazing family and friends, who
have been fantastic at helping me with raising funds to get to
Fiji. Big thanks also to: Outsider, Cornish Bed.co and Escape
Surfboards.
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Lebanon:

more than just SUP!
Words: Sarah Hebert
Photos: Fanatic SUP International

I had the opportunity to visit Lebanon in March, 2016. But all my friends were pretty worried about my
trip because of the unstable geopolitical situation. So, after a check on the Ministry of Interior's website,
I spotted the areas I needed to avoid before heading off. I eventually touched down next to the snowy
peaks of Mount Sannine overlooking a glistening Mediterranean Sea – my Lebanon adventure had
officially begun.
My hotel is located in the Muslim quarter. Christians and
Armenians are at the entrance to the city and it is very
interesting to see all these communities living next to each
other. That night I have an appointment with Astir, a local
girl who takes me for dinner in a famous Lebanese
restaurant. From here begins the discovery of many fabulous
restaurants. I can't resist the local culinary temptations:
green tabbouleh, eggplant puree, fermented cheese and
hummus.

For my first walk on the shoreline of Beirut I paid attention to
how I'm dressed in order to respect the different religions and
not grab people's attention. I headed out in long pants, a
hoodie and moved in the direction of St Georges Marina. On
the promenade I came across many girls clothed in a
contemporary and fashionable way! Besides my blonde hair, I
felt pretty discreet in my tennis shoes, tied back locks and no
makeup on my face. In short Beirut is a modern capital city
with western influences but preserving its cultural purity.
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Astir and Mohammed, the local distributors for North and
Fanatic, have planned a great programme. But what I feel
pretty excited about is the idea of snowboarding and stand
up paddling on the snowy peaks of Faraya Mzaar located 40
minutes away from the city. And if you are addicted to ride,
then this is pure bliss. The local ski trails are as beautiful as
those of the French Alps under a bright sun. I really had a lot of fun hitting white
slopes facing the Mediterranean. At the end of the day I grab my Fly Air SUP for a
very special and unique moment. Riding an inflatable board on snow is something I
have never experienced before and find it works quite well. You just have to be
smooth as you push on the paddle. After this cool freeride session in the mountains
it's back to the sea for more stand up.
There are two good spots for surfing: 'Jihé'
and 'Colonel'. One is located in the south
area of Beirut, the other to the north. This is
an important detail because the landscapes
are very different from one spot to another –
as well as the culture. I had the opportunity
to ride 'Jihé' on two occasions. And during
the week I scored two surf sessions, three
flat water paddles, one kitesurf session and
one snowboard day – which is not so bad!

https://goo.gl/maps/uh34YSLqx2J2

To reach 'Jihé' and its wave 'Moussafa' you
have to follow the track that passes in front
of a beautiful mosque, and then go through
plantations of tomatoes and cucumbers.
The beach is not especially picturesque and
it’s pretty dusty. The rocky slab in front of
the beach, however, delivers a powerful
wave, left or right, perfect for shortboards
and SUPers when not too big. If you prefer
to ride a longer but slower wave then move
to 'Colonel' in the north. Locals say it's worth
the trip when the sun goes down as you can
finish your session drinking beers and
smoking hookah (similar to Egyptian
sheesha and quite legal).
When you speak about culture in Lebanon it
is impossible to avoid the topic of religion.
Even though it is not taboo it is a very
sensitive matter. Astir describes a country
that has had to endure several wars and
social movements since the Phoenicians.
She shows me a skit on the internet to
explain things further. Surrounded by Syria
and Palestine, the country had to deal with
some invasive neighbours.
We visited the Ruins of Tyre in the south - a
magical place to discover with its Roman
columns submerged two metres deep. We were
just 10km away from the border and under
close surveillance. The place has lasted
through the Israeli invasion and today the
region still welcomes many Palestinian
refugees. The camps are big and surrounded
by barbed wire. These neighbourhoods
decorate their entrance with portraits of Yasser
Arafat wearing Ray-Ban shades and a black
plaid scarf tied around his head. To the north,
in Tripoli, Lebanon welcomes millions of Syrian
refugees looking for work in the Bekaa Valley.
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In a simple way
you could say there are more Muslims in the
south and more Christians in the north. And
with the Lebanese Druze and Jews there are a
total of nearly two dozen religious groups
recognised by the state. This mix of culture
makes Lebanon what it is.

for me to ride with my Neo 10m. I even saw
a turtle diving as I skimmed across the
water. After kitesurfing we enjoyed a great
sunset, sharing the experience with the
Lebanese kitesurf community.
I wanted to do some SUP Yoga before I left.
In Byblos, an ancient harbour founded by
the Greeks 5000 years ago, I almost get
arrested by the police. It's my own fault as I
forgot to introduce myself. I am reassured
by Astir who says the worst case would have
been deleting the pictures on our camera. I
go back on the water and enjoy the
atmosphere before taking a walk through
the streets of this city, once known for its
textile trade with Mesopotamia.

In Saida, one of the great cities of the south,
I ask Astir about the meaning of green flags
flying over the city, accompanied by large
portraits of young men. She explains that
the flags represent Esbola and its martyrs
missing in action.
Back to the water and I scored a kite session
at Guava. A beautiful spot with a long and
really super nice white sand beach. The
water was warm, the wind light but enough
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Information links:
Sup Lebanon:
www.facebook.com/SUP-Lebanon615622651813729/
Sun and Surf shop and school:
www.facebook.com/pages/SunSurf-KitesurfCenter/260647160700166
Destination Lebanon:
www.destinationlebanon.gov.lb

We arrive at a forest where the trees are
majestic. I enjoy the moment and meditate. I
feel lucky. The day ends with a barbecue in a
local village, to the sound of drums and songs
of the villagers. The music makes me want to
roll my hips and move my shoulders. The
Lebanese are really happy and friendly people.
It is with great pleasure that I share these
simple and profound moments with them.

Back in Beirut I hit the water again from a
beach where stressed townsfolk come to
relax in the sun and enjoy the swimming. If
you find yourself here then it’s worth
checking out Al Raouche. Two huge
boulders facing the city are a real spectacle.
These guardians of the city are worth seeing
and I enjoyed scoping out the inner cave.
As my trip comes to an end I go for a walk in
the mountains, in search of the cedar tree
which is also symbolic of Lebanon.
Unfortunately there are not many cedars left
because of heavy logging. As we climb the
hills, my feet treading the rocky ground, the
scrubland is beautiful and we discover olive
groves, peach trees and plum trees extending
to the snowy hills of Tannourine's region.
There, we immediately feel a deep sense of
peace. It seems that this place has always
been calm and quiet, even in times of war.
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Before I catch my plane home I have a free
morning and want to go visit the Caves of
Jeita. Droplets of rain, falling over millions
of years, have carved out two tunnels. One
of them is flooded, but you can visit it by
boat. Facing a stalactite eight meters high,
hanging from the ceiling of the cave 100
meters above, causes a very unique
emotion – contentment.
My stay in Lebanon is now over. I definitely
recommend this destination to everyone
who is addicted to ride. For its variety of
sporting activities, its beautiful spots and
especially the cultural richness of the
country, Lebanon is worth a visit for sure.
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Picture t

Georgia
a

Interview:
SUP Mag UK
Pics:
Georgia
Wharton
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this

a Wharton interview…

For those who regularly attend
stand up paddle board races
around the UK Georgia Wharton
will be a familiar face. On hand at
a good many the young
photographer can usually be seen
snapping away, capturing all the
action, and then sharing post
event. Super likeable, friendly and
approachable we caught up with
Georgia for a natter about all
things SUP and photography.

Tell us how you got into photography –
what was your inspiration for picking up a
camera?
I’ve always enjoyed taking photos, something about being
able to capture a moment in time interested me and it was
something I loved doing. When I got my first digital
camera for Christmas about 4-5 years ago, it was a
starting point for me.

What did you start off snapping – was it
always sports photography or did you have
another preferred subject matter?
I started off snapping the SUP events I was attending, but
I now take photos of anything that interests me, like
nature, sport and events.

What camera equipment do you use these
days – how’s that changed from when you
first started?
I started off with a little pink Fuji compact, progressed
onto a Lumix TZ40 and I’ve now got a Nikon D3300 with a
sigma 70-300mm lens and a standard Nikon lens.
However, I do realise I am limited by my equipment as my
lenses don’t have the best zoom on them!

You attend most of the UK’s SUP race events
– or at least that’s the perception – what
made you start shooting at stand up paddle
comps?
I’ve always attended the SUP events since 2007 (I was
seven years old), when my dad took up the sport. The
atmosphere was always amazing and the people there
became a second family to me. Ever since that first race I
was always drawn back. Up until about three years ago, I
hadn’t really taken photos for anyone but, after posting
some photos on Facebook and seeing the response, I
realised it was something I wanted to do.
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Photo: Dave White

Which event location you’ve been to is the best
for taking pics and what makes it special?

If you’re framing a killer shot what type of
action do you look for – do you have an idea for
each pic in mind prior to clicking the shutter?

I think the best locations for the SUP events are around
Bournemouth, Boscombe and Poole, because it gives me a
better opportunity for action shots – like everyone running
into and off the beach. What makes it special is that lots of
people attend and the atmosphere is always happy and
friendly. They’re always enjoyable events.

I always try to look for the raw emotion in people’s faces
when they’re taking part in a race, as I believe it shows the
reality of the sport. I’ll usually have an idea in mind for
what I want to capture, but if I see a possible shot, I’ll take
the photo.

What about photography as whole – anywhere
you just can’t get away from?

What about other forms of SUP – do you shoot
waves for instance?

I absolutely love the cliffs and beaches in Cornwall, around
Watergate Bay and Bedruthan Steps. The scenery is just so
beautiful.

I have taken photos of people training in the surf before and
after races, but never any events. Unfortunately I don’t
really have the equipment to get the distance that’s needed
for surf events.

SUPM has used some of your shots in the past
(thanks for that!) but do you plan on growing
your media exposure? Are you looking at
turning this into a career for instance?

Which photographer’s work do you admire –
sport or otherwise – and why?
I have lots of inspirations like Charlie Raven, Tim Nevell
and Clark Little. I admire and take ideas from Dave White’s
work because the quality and colours in the photos are
amazing and they always portray the action that takes
place in the events.

Yes, I do plan on growing my media exposure. I’ve started
photographing different sports and I’m taking photography
at college. I am planning on turning this into a career
because I’m so passionate about it and know it’s a job I’ll
really enjoy.
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I always try to look for the raw emotion
in people’s faces when they’re taking
part in a race

There are some big SUP racing events across
the international paddling community. If you
could attend and photograph one which would
it be and why?
I love looking at the photos from the Californian races,
especially last year’s Pacific Paddle Games at Doheny State
beach, because the carnage and colours were spectacular!

What about other events – SUP or otherwise?
What high profile gatherings would you like to
shoot and why?
I’d love to shoot motor sport and cycling events, such as the
Tour de France and the Monaco Grand Prix. I’ve grown up
watching them on TV and it’d be great to be there, amongst
the action.

How about your own personal SUP experience –
do you ever get chance for a float? If so, where
do you normally paddle and with whom?
I make sure I get out on the water every summer, I love
paddling, but I don’t race as I prefer to be there for the
photos. I usually paddle on my local coastline with my dad
and my younger brother, Luke.
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social media. A lot more female paddlers
have given racing a go and the events
themselves have become more family
friendly, in the sense that people are
making a weekend out of it and bringing
everyone along. There is much more variety
in board shapes and age categories.

Got any burning SUP
aspirations of your own – fancy
racing for instance?
I’d love to give racing a go one day. I keep
saying it, but I will get round to it at some
point.

What stand up paddle boarding
kit do you use and why?

How do you see the sport
growing and moving forwards?

I use the Red Paddle Co 12.6ft inflatable
race board and normally pinch one of my
dad’s Quickblade paddles.

I see SUP as a future Olympic sport. I feel
it’s underestimated in the sense that those
that haven’t experienced it view it as a less
intense sport, when in fact it’s very fast and
energetic. The surfing side of SUP is being
taken more seriously too, and as it grows
the sponsorship will also grow.

Do you have anyone you look up
too – for both photography and
SUP inspiration?

A lot more female
paddlers have given
racing a go and the
events themselves have
become more family
friendly

One of my main SUP inspirations is Joanne
Hamilton Vale. She always pushes herself
beyond her comfort zone, achieves what
would be almost impossible for a lot of us,
and is always so kind and lovely to me,
giving me opportunities and advice.
Annabel Anderson is also an inspiration of
mine as I’ve watched her progress since I
met her in 2010 at a Hayling Island race –
she’s incredible. But everyone I’ve met over
the years have inspired me in some way,
teaching me new things and being the
nicest group of people.

What about opportunities
working in SUP media – do you
think these openings will
become more abundant?
Yes, I believe there will be more opportunities
working in SUP media because as the sport
grows there’ll be more big events requiring
more photographers etc.

Any final thanks and shouts?
I’d like to say thank you to my mum and
dad, who have supported me throughout,
driven me to and from events and stuck
around so I could get the final shots. Thank
you to my dad for introducing me to the
sport in the first place, without him I
wouldn’t have met so many incredible
people who have become part of my SUP
family. And finally I’d like to say thank you
to those who have given me encouragement
and given me credit when using my photos.

The UK’s SUP race scene is
growing exponentially – what
changes have you noticed over
the last seasons?
In the last few seasons the publicity for SUP
has grown, more people have found out and
tried out the sport after seeing pictures on
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*Add our 3K Carbon adjustable paddle for only £100 (RRP £149.00)
*Pro versions available with Carbon rails and Honeycomb Carbon fins for an extra £100.

Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP YogaSUP
£529.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

£549.00

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

£599.00

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

£579.00

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

Cruiser

ISUP

£799.00

£699.00

11'x30.5"x6"
Weight-15.5KG
Volume-230lt
12'6"x31"x6"
Weight-16.5KG
Volume-247lt

10'x30"x4"
Weight-12.5KG
Volume-180lt
10'6"x30"x4"
Weight-13KG
Volume-190lt

www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups
www.instagram.com/neptunesups/

OSheasurf.com
• info@osheasurf.com •
• 01758 613111 •
distributor enquires welcome

StaffordshireChasewater
sweepSUP
Words: Martin Platter Pics: Mark Buckingham

SUP Clubs are springing up
all over the UK – as many
paddlers will no doubt be
aware. The latest group to
make a good showing is
Chasewater SUP Club,
located in Staffordshire
and the original stomping
ground of SUPM’s editor.
When we heard about
Martin Platter and the
team’s efforts in helping
promote, develop and grow
stand up paddling in the
area, we just had to tap
them up.

Local shop Boardwise will be bringing their
demo van to the lake on Thursday socials
and kit is available for all members to use.
Since the changes made and the efforts
being put in place we have seen more
interest in stand up at Chase Sailing Club.
We see huge potential to hold race events
along its 90 hectares shores. We have
previously held GP14 sailing champs and
windsurfing regattas here so there’s no
reason why we shouldn’t include SUP racing.
We also have the possibility of organising
SUP Yoga with our local Yogis who paddle.

The club was formed in 1955 as a sailing
club and currently has a membership in
excess of 200. This membership is mainly
sailing and windsurfing but is now starting
to change. We have about 30 people
actively involved in SUP. People are
migrating from both windsurfing and sailing
and are giving stand up a go.
SUP within the sailing club is still very
young. It is within the last 18 months that
the sport has been accepted by the
committee to be part of the club. I got
involved last October when I found out that
the club now allowed stand up paddling as
part of its membership. I have become the
person that people will meet and get
information from when asking about it. As a
member you can paddle 365 days of the
year and we have dedicated Thursday
evenings to SUP socials.

Most members are into flat water. However
there are a few that venture to the coast for
swell. We also have the canal system past
the dam. This adds another dimension as
does power boat wake which can be ridden.
Starboard and Red Paddle Co found this out
during one of their demo days when they
encountered a breaking wave travelling
across the lake!

The focus is now more family oriented.
Chasewater still has a completive arm but it
is more relaxed. You can finish off your
session with a beer in the fantastic club
house, which has been fully refurbished.
Through 2016 the club is trying to get itself
on the map to say we are here. The website
has been completely updated and we send
out regular bulletins (newsletter).
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There’s the opportunity for going ‘off site’ with
organised club SUP adventures. We recently
did a trip down the River Severn and through
the scenery of Iron Bridge as we made our
way to Bridgenorth. Bala and Aberdovey in
Wales, Cornwall and Devon also feature in our
itinerary of travel locations. We aim for places
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Club profile

that suit all paddler wants and needs. Vassiliki
in Greece is a favourite overseas spot which
lends itself to flat water in the morning
followed by downwind in the afternoon, or
windsurfing if you’d prefer. Maui may also be
on the cards at some point – watch this space!
Training is currently being arranged and we
hope to get a few members qualified as
instructors. This will help bring new
members into the club and allow us to offer
courses. We entice new windsurfers this way
and hope the same will happen with SUP.
just look at windsurfing and sailing. Sailing
since 1955 and windsurfing since the 80s. If
the forecasted growth is anything to go by
then we feel we’ll be here years from now.
With the support of quality brands and
retailers we think we’re in a good place.
Boardwise have been great and I hope they
continue to support us.

Recreational paddling and youth is where
the future of the club lies. We have noticed
that some of the kids prefer to be out
paddling than any other discipline. SUP is
for every one though. Racing will allow the
competitive side to grow but ultimately we
want families getting involved and not
having it as a one dimensional sport.

As more clubs spring up I would like to see
us getting together to share ideas. At the
end of the day we are not fighting each
other for members but we want to get as
many people involved as possible and grow
the sport. I think the future is a stable ship.
You join a club that has access to its own
stretch of water and then you venture to
other places from that base.

As already mentioned Boardwise have
kindly lent us some boards and paddles. We
do, however, hope to buy kit as the club
grows. The main objective is to get
somebody on a board if they turn up and
want to try stand up.
Chase is able to offer stand up paddling
long term. We have proof of that already –
57
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Finally
I would like to thank the
club for accepting stand
up at what once was
predominantly just
sailing. I would like to
thank Boardwise for the
use of their demo gear
and supporting us. I also
would like to thank you
for including us in SUP
Mag UK (our pleasure –
ed).

Once a full time competitive windsurfer, globetrotting his way from event
to event, John Hibbard was among the first ocean athletes in the UK to
embrace stand up paddle boarding. Soon after he quit the Professional
Windsurfing Tour to focus on work and family back in the UK. Before long
John had helped create and set up Red Paddle Co – the world’s most
recognisable inflatable SUP brand. John tells us his story so far…
Words: John Hibbard
Pics: Red Paddle Co

I started surfing around eight years old
but it wasn’t until I began windsurfing
at 14 that I got fully immersed. During
winter 2006/7, when I was in Cape Town,
I first saw stand up paddling. I was a
professional windsurfer and I used to
spend my winters out there training. A
friend of mine sent me a picture of a SUP
board. I thought it looked like the
biggest waste of time ever!
It wasn’t until I returned home that I got a
chance to try it out. It was an immediate
love affair. I was so focused on
performance windsurfing, I had spent
years perfecting, that I realised I was
missing the simple pleasure of being out
on the water. SUP allowed me to enjoy
time afloat with friends and not be
concerned about nailing the latest move.

I have so many great memories of SUP. The
early days were so much fun. No one was
doing it and there was minimal info
available on technique and style so I just
used a mix of my windsurfing and surfing
skills to make it work. If you bumped into
someone else with a stand up paddle board
it was like meeting a long lost friend.
I ran the first ever SUP competition in
Europe called the September Sessions. We
had 40 entrants for surf and race events.
The weather was perfect and the vibe was
brilliant. A friend and I then blagged entry
into the Devizes to Westminster Kayak
Race. We did it on SUPs. 126 miles in 24
hours paddling across four days. We had
some of the first carbon paddles with huge
blades. It was exceptionally tiring but we
didn’t know any different so just got on with
it. It was a brilliant challenge.

Behind
the
brand
John Hibbard, Red Paddle Co.
Very soon after returning home from Cape
Town I got a board and drove straight to
the beach in Cornwall. I was sponsored by
Fat Face at the time and had sold them on
the idea of this new sport. I was due down
at Watergate Bay to do a photo session. I
spent one day getting to grips with SUP
before doing a sunset photo shoot in
perfect 2ft surf. It was amazing. I was
literally making it up as I went along but it
was great fun and I was totally hooked.

Paddling in some of the best locations in the
world makes me incredibly lucky – Hawaii,
Peru, Australia and Tahiti where I surfed my
SUP at Teahupo’o. A crazy experience. I
competed in the second Battle of the Paddle
event, which was also pretty special. But it
doesn’t have to be big waves and full on
racing to enjoy the sport. Anyone who gets
on a board and paddles is doing it right. I’m
not a big hero worshipper so really I just
respect anyone who gives things a go.
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I am really into riding my Enduro motorbike. It’s a great release from working as you
have to be 100% focussed on not crashing and getting through sections. I’m such a
competitive person that I throw everything at it when I’m racing, which is not always the
right thing to do. I woke up in hospital the other week and have no memory of the
previous five hours!
People often ask me where the idea for Red Paddle came from. I was surfing in Cornwall
one day and a guy told me about this board he had rolled up in the back of his car. He
pumped it up, which took ages, and showed it to me. It was good but I could immediately
see ways to improve it. I set out sourcing material and thinking about tweaks. It kind of
went from there. The obvious things that were applicable then are still relevant with
today’s Red Paddle Co inflatables – ease of use, ease of storage and durability.
We were fully into inflatable technology from day one so we just got on with it and
pushed through any negativity or reservations. It did take a while to get shops tuned in
to the concept but I just saw that as part of the process.

Basically I love anywhere with a nice mixture of flat water for
paddling with friends and family and a nice left hand point
break. Variety is the spice of life after all…

I’m the MD at Red so I help all the various departments (design, sales, marketing and
production) achieve their targets and visions. I was personally involved in setting up
almost all of our distributors around the world so I spend a lot of time talking to these
guys, helping, advising and listening. We currently have distributors in 60 countries
around the world which makes us the most widely distributed SUP brand in the world. By
the end of 2017 we aim to be the number one brand regardless of construction.

Good old fashioned hard work is what it takes. Long, long hours and lots of trial and error
has got us to this point. We are so passionate about SUP and the concept of getting
everyone on the water. I also believe our focus on inflatable has meant we can make the
best without compromising. When I first started I was sure the future lay in surf SUPs and
racing. After a couple of years I realised that it was the general pursuit of paddling that
was most important. For me that was a major turning point and it opened the sport up to
many more people and a lot more venues.
With more mass market appeal of SUP these days inflatable technology is just the best
solution for most people. At Red we have done a lot of work making our boards feel as
authentic as hard SUPs. Most inflatables suffer from the issue of excessive flex and
durability can be an issue. With our innovations we have removed all of these negatives
and this makes them an obvious choice for most people.
We are constantly working on concepts to improve our products. A major focus is on
making boards easier for everyone to use. Our Titan pump is a real game changer and
makes inflating so much easier. The 10’6” Ride is our biggest seller. It’s just a brilliant all
rounder that most people can paddle and have a lot of fun on. We are though developing
some very interesting race concepts which should open up some new opportunities. And
no, we don’t plan on manufacturing hard boards…
There’s a lot of choice for stand up paddle boarding kit. It’s fairly easy to set up a brand
these days but another thing to deliver a great product and service. Some kit out there is
really good, that’s for sure, but the consumer needs to do their research and avoid awful
generic Chinese product.
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I guess I’m lucky as I get to ride all the prototypes so my garage has a real mixture of
boards in it that is always changing. I know what works and what doesn’t. In terms of
location I live in a small village by the beach in South Devon close to Salcombe. I’m spoilt
for choice. We have reef breaks, beach breaks, wide open bays and some great sandy
estuaries to paddle in. Travel makes up a large part of my job though so I’m always riding
in different locations. I had a great night paddle in Florida not so long ago. The
phosphorous in the water was amazing. Basically I love anywhere with a nice mixture of
flat water for paddling with friends and family and a nice left hand point break. Variety is
the spice of life after all…
I’m trying just to not lose sight of what makes SUP fun – practicality, ease of use and
variety of paddling. It’s easy to get fixated on doing just one element of a sport and miss
all the other good bits. SUP’s here to stay and I really look forward to an exciting future of
business and fun on the water.
Red Paddle Co started as an idea and one laptop. It has turned into a global business
thanks to our team of distributors around the world and a focussed, energetic team at our
HQ. So a big thanks to all of those guys for sharing in the vision and putting in so much
hard work. Also a massive thanks to all our customers. They share some amazing pictures
with us and it’s just fantastic to see the boards in use all over the world.
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Hasta pronto a
Have you ever dreamt of blue skies and water so clear it begs you to dive
right in? Have you ever had the vision of bright white sand, palm trees
swaying and the smell of tantalizing food wafting on the breeze? Empty
your mind, open your eyes, feel the sun – this is Andalucía, Spain.
Added to all these facts the variety of
scenery is vast. If you wish to find snow I
head to Granada and climb up Sierra
Nevada. There you can hike, ski, MTB or
paddle at 3,000m altitude. But if it’s desert
you are looking for you just have to travel to
the east and Almeria.In Andalucía you can
find rivers, lakes, reservoirs and more than
1000km of outstanding beaches. There are
opportunities for the adventurer to
endlessly lose themselves amongst white
water, surf or flat water spots – it’s all here.

I am known as ‘Tati CoCo Adventure’. It
seems a funny name but it has a long
story behind it that can only be told with
strong coffee or by joining me on a SUP
adventure. Andalucía covers the southern
region of Spain and is known for its vibrant
colours, passionate Flamenco, good food,
rich historical heritage and friendly
people. This is one of those adventures.
I’ve travelled all around the world and lived
among various cultures. I’ve witnessed
incredible scenes but if you ask me to choose
one place in the world my heart lies it would
be Andalucía. I’m not being biased but I
genuinely yearn for my homeland. It’s quite
easy to understand why. We have an average
of 11 sunny months a year, the food is
extremely yummy and healthy, the way of life
is not expensive (for Europe) and above all the
people are funny, always positive and friendly.

I like to go out and discover new places and
lose myself. I actually love solitude. It can
sound strange when everybody looks for
company but I’m very good at being
disconnected and I do a lot of disappearing.
My parents and friends gave up on tracking
me a long time ago!.

Words: Tati CoCo Pics: Tati CoCo, Fiori
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amigos!
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I have no words to describe what I felt
in Andalucía. I was paddling in isolation and
loneliness. I felt free but also vulnerable. I
truly embrace my own company. When I
looked around in many spots there was no
life except nature but I was aware of the
fullness of my own presence rather than the
absence of others. I think that solitude is
something of an achievement as it always
helps me connect with intense emotion. It is
like the light of the sun that was able to
penetrate my skin and the smell of the olive
and pine trees were able to go through all the
branches of my lungs. I can even tell you the
colour of the water in each place. It was an
intense fusion of my board, the ocean and
nature. It was like I blended into the
background and I was part of it.
A particular case in point was when paddling
the dam at La Puebla de Cazalla. I was
completely defenceless as I had only one
safe entry and exit point. I tried three times
before I was mentally ready to cross it.
People in the village didn’t stop to tell me not
to paddle there but caution was a top priority.
My cousin kept an eye on me. I was able to
hear her shouting every five minutes asking
if I was fine and when I would come back to
shore. She actually stressed me out but I
appreciated her worry…
Bornos in Cadiz was another impressive spot
and typically Andalusian. The colours of the
water were a unique mix between the blue of
the sky’s reflection and the dark green of a
lake. I was surrounded by one of the most
stunning views of my whole life. In the
distance I had the mountains of Algodonales
where I used to go paragliding, while on the
shore of the lake were wild bulls and beautiful
horses. In the lower section migratory birds
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such as the Flamingos and Storks were
washing their bodies and behind me the
white houses of the village were becoming
smaller and smaller. These magical moments
are the ones which teach me the highest
appreciation for life.

More adventure than racing
I realised quite soon in my SUP life I was
more suited to adventure than racing. I’ve
participated in a quite few races but I didn’t
find any type of excitement even when
coming home with a trophy. Adventure
paddling is the best way to discover myself,
nature and people. Enjoying what Mother
Nature gives you is the reward.
Andalucía has certainly given me a thirst for
more. It is a land of warm people and
incredible scenery. I want to go back and
explore further; discover new areas, beaches,
dams, lakes and rivers. I have the feeling that
it is impossible to see everything the region
has to offer but it is tempting to try.
I settled close to Malaga for 14 days. I don’t
really know what I was doing wrong but I was
permanently pursued by the coastguard, the
port police and the county guards. It was like
being a fugitive in the middle of the sea. It
was exciting and fun not to get caught by
them. A friend was helping me avoid getting
fined. He was sending messages about their
position so I was able to change my route
and miss them. It became a really fun game
that I was looking forward to every morning. I
forgot about the heat, the wind and the
waves. In my mind I was playing at being a
little fish trying not to get eaten by some big
ugly shark. We all became friends in the end
as they just wanted to keep me safe.
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Adventure
paddling is the
best way to
discover myself,
nature and people.
Enjoying what
Mother Nature
gives you is the
reward
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I didn’t expect Malaga waters would be so clear and clean – full of life over and under it. I
paddled up to El Rincon de la Victoria and down to Benalmadena many times. I had the
chance to enjoy an amazing sunset in Matalascanas, Huelva.I spent a lovely time with
my friend from Argentina, Fiori, who loves to take pictures – she snapped some
beauties during our time together.
I don’t know if it was the smell of the fresh cooked fish from the ‘chiringuitos’, the
general atmosphere or just the beauty of the land and the sea which attracted me
to Andalucía. Sometimes, especially when I went to Matalascanas, people
appeared so happy. Friends chatting, kids trying to snare crabs from rock pools,
others drinking cold beers and laughing. Families eating massive
watermelons and others just tanning and resting. I was looking and
observing everything and everybody but, as much as I wanted to stay, the
Atlantic was calling me – it was time to go..
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Hasta pronto
amigos!
67
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Riverdeep,mounta
a
Ben Payne
in focus
White water stand up is an area that
intrigues many yet remains at arm’s
length. Knowledge and skills required
to tackle big volume SUP river runs
are extensive. Yet mellower spots are
available should interested paddlers
fancy hitting them up. One rider who
loves a bit of whitewater SUP is
Starboard UK paddler Ben Payne. A
complete outdoor nut, Ben mixes
things up between SUP, kayaking,
MTB and rock climbing. With this in
mind we caught up with Ben to get
the low down.
Interview: SUP Mag UK
Pics: Ben Payne, Allan Cross and
Starboard UK

So how did you get into SUP and what
made you realise it was good for
whitewater paddling?
I’ve been paddling for twelve years. Firstly kayak
and canoe (whitewater) and then SUP. The cross
over felt second nature to me. My first river run
was at the age of 13. It was a thrill and I knew
then I wanted to pursue paddle sports long term.

Tell us about your local whitewater
spot – is it technical or could newbie
river paddlers get involved?
My local paddling spot is the Lligwy, North Wales. It
offers class 2 sections to class 5 areas in full flood.
There are good training routes in places for newbies
getting into whitewater SUP. From a kayak to stand
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ain
a high
up, the main skill you’ll need is the ability to ‘read’ the
river – knowing what to look for and understanding
what changes in body position/paddle angle will affect
your boat or board.

Have you travelled to many river SUP
spots – if so, where’s your favourite and
what’s so good about it?
The best river spots to paddle whitewater SUP are in
North Wales. There’s loads of variety across a small area
and I haven’t found anywhere better, yet.

What kit do you use when paddling
moving water and what does it offer in
terms of performance?
The board I use is Starboard’s Astro Stream 8.6ft. I
also wear Palm’s Fuse drysuit, Gradient boots (these
give ankle support), Lowcut Palm PFD, a helmet that
covers my forehead (important) and a coiled leash
attached to chest harness for quick release. All of this
is essential river paddling gear and I couldn’t be
without any of it.

Got any tips for aspiring river SUPers?
If you’re hitting rivers for the first time then the biggest
tip I can give is set up your feet correctly when standing
on your board – one back and one forward, just over the
centre line. And visualise your moves/line before
heading out. Familiarise yourself with river paddling
terminology and start off slow and easy. Don’t chuck
yourself into the biggest volume whitewater you can to
begin with. Also get some tips, advice and guidance
from other more experienced paddlers.

You also race a fair bit. Does this help
with your whitewater SUP or is there no
comparison whatsoever?
No comparison really, other than balance skills.

Do you paddle surf as well – if yes then
where’s your favourite spot for waves?
Yes! My favourite spot is Putsborough in Devon. To be
honest I love all aspects of paddling whether it’s in a
boat or on a board. I love river SUP, surfing and flat
water racing is also good.

Where do you see the sport going?
The sport may get into the Olympics but hopefully it
will remain accessible for everyone to get involved.
It’s so easy to start SUPing and you can paddle a
stand up paddle board on any type of water. You don’t
need to make it extreme – although you can if you
want. Simply being afloat is fun. For those who want
to push it then, of course, these options are available.
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Tell us about some of the paddlers
you look up to – who provides
inspiration to get out there and hit it?

Do you ever get ‘banter’ from other
river users such as the sit down
brigade?

I just watch other people's paddling and pick up
tricks and tips that way. I note where they're
placing their paddle, how they stand during moves
and try and glean as much info from them as
possible. There’s not any one particular person I
take note of – anyone out there doing it is worthy
of attention. You can always learn something.

Nope. As paddlers we are all there to help each
other. It's the rowers you need to look out for!

The level of SUP worldwide is on the
increase – do you think the UK holds
its own or is there some way to go
before we’re on the level of paddlers
across the pond?
The thing is to not think of ‘them across the pond’
as we have plenty of amazing training grounds
around the UK. We just need to shout about it
louder. The level of UK paddlers is also going up and
with the right guidance there’s no reason we can’t
be on a similar level to those elsewhere in the world.

If you were giving advice to those
entering SUP for the first time what
would you say?
Get good quality coaching as it makes all the
difference! If you think there’s no technique
involved with SUP then think again…

Tell us about your local crew – who do
you normally paddle with at home?
I train buy myself in whitewater and race but I do
run the local SUP club at South Cerney Outdoors
Centre – an up and coming group of paddlers.
They’re a great bunch and we always have fun
when we get together.

If you were trying to convince a sit
down paddler to get involved with
SUP what would you say?
Give it a go, try this – pretty simple really.
They could either get involved or not. Most
are intrigued though.

What about other sports – do
you have any hobbies outside
of SUP/kayaking or is
paddling it?
I compete in MTB endurance and downhill
and rock climbing. These are good ways to
cross train and mix it up. MTB =
cardiovascular while climbing = strength.

Any final thoughts on stand
up paddle boarding in
general?
Let’s help it grow! SUP
is an awesome
sport and there’s
no reason it
couldn’t be huge.
We just all need to
work together and
make it happen.
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Ionian idyll –

SUP touring the Acheron D
Originally I was going to call this
article: Gluttons for punishment –
travelling with SUP kit part 2. But
having returned from an uneventful
trip – in terms of airport/airline chaos
(see last issue’s article –
https://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/20
16/06/22/sup-the-hassle-factortravelling-with-sup-kit/) – I thought
it more positive to focus on the
actual act of paddling and the sheer
beauty that is Greece’s Northern
Ionian. In particular the Acheron
Delta, Ammoudia, and the area
south of Parga.

Choices, choices
Prior to jetting off, the missus and I
discussed at length where we fancied
heading. For both of us to be content any
type of holiday should feature both
paddling and windsurfing options. In the
summer, that does cut down our choices
somewhat – especially as we want
consistency with conditions. We did,
however, fancy something different but
whatever our choice it also had to
accommodate our toddler and her needs…
In the end I have to take my hat off to Fi as
she worked tirelessly during the course of a
few nights to find a new location we’d never
been to before. It looked like a fantastic area
on paper; a safe, sandy beach for Molly,
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route is super easy. Even though this was
July the road was quiet and the drive gave
us time to admire the many bougainvillea
flanking the tarmac. Every now and again a
small resort would spring up and views
down to the sea would appear through the
undergrowth. By and large, however, this
part of the Greek mainland is bypassed by
tourists with many heading straight to the
yachty town of Parga itself or sticking to the
southern islands – Lefkas and Cephalonia.

Words and photos: Fi and Tez Plavenieks

Delta

Ammoudia, Acheron Delta
Ammoudia nestles at the bottom of the
large Acheron Delta and makes up part of
the Epirus region of the Northern Ionian.
Its unique location features a large wetland
that’s been organised as multiple
tributaries running off the River Acheron.
It’s a spot that holds much mythological,
historical and environmental value. The
river itself spills out into the Ionian and
provides the focal point for the town –
something we missed upon initial arrival.
It’s easy to drive straight to the beach and
wonder where local life can be found.
Having located our accommodation we
wandered down to the idyllic beach that
boasts a mini sand bar a few yards
offshore. You can wade out across a narrow
shallow channel before hitting ankle deep
water. This was perfect for our wee one as
she could splash and dash about without
finding herself out of depth. From a SUP
point of view the sand bar chucks up a few
mini waves to mess about on although
beware of grounding out quickly.
But it’s along the river where you’ll find the
hub of village activity. A number of
tavernas and bars line the water front and
open water and river SUP options for mum
and dad and relatively close to our chosen
windsurfing spot for later in the holiday.

Easy peasy
Unlike our last jaunt abroad, when we took a
hard board with us, this time we travelled
with an inflatable 12.6ft and three piece
paddle. JP Australia’s CruisAir LE (see review
elsewhere in this issue) was just the ticket.
Compact, lightweight and packing down to
a compact carry all it was a smooth and
efficient process checking our bags and
boarding the flight – this time with
Monarch. Touching down in Preveza we
located our hire car for the duration, loaded
everything neatly inside (again, effortless
with an iSUP), hung a left out of the carpark
and headed north along the main drag.
It takes roughly an hour to arrive at
Ammoudia and the Acheron Delta but the
73
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fisherman use the quay as safe anchor.
During one evening, while quaffing a post
SUP bevvy, we spotted a dark tan local
using a dugout canoe as his tender. He
wasn’t sitting, however, he was standing
tall and paddling with a single plank of
wood – SUP Greek fisherman style. Just
goes to show there’s nowt new under the
sun. He’s probably done this for years.

River Acheron
The River Acheron runs all the way to Acheron
Springs – an area of outstanding natural
beauty. It’s possible to paddle all the way, and
there’s a kayak outfit running trips in the
area. Worth bearing in mind, however, is the
amount of flow that pushes back towards the
sea. Even next to Ammoudia village you can
feel this. And there’s a degree of white water
near the springs, which requires the correct
kit and paddling experience. Unfortunately
we didn’t make it to the springs but have
vowed to return and tick this off.
There’s still plenty to explore, however,
around the lower half of the river. Wildlife is
abundant. Turtles, sea snakes and shoals of
fish are plentiful as are limes, lemons and
oranges that grow on the embankment.
Tall reeds sprout skyward and there’s a
constant whiff of citrus in the air.






to JP Australia SUP (UK),
Hutch SUP Wear,
Rockerline Clothing and
Riders on the Storm who
helped out with this
story.



Massive thanks



Many are no
doubt used to
seeing sit on top
kayaks but SUPs
are still quite rare

car journey back south we got chance to
take in a few more of the views. There’s
certainly plenty other potential for stand up
paddling in this area and during a
conversation the following week someone
told us of a handful of reefs that pick up
swell during big storms and in winter.
Apparently these are surfable and perfect
for stand up. Only a handful of locals ride
these set ups and chances are you’d be the
only one out if you stumbled across such a
location. Search and ye shall find…

Every so often a tourist boat taking punters
on trips to the springs would pass and most
passengers would stare in wonder at my
funny craft. Some of the Ammoudia locals
were also intrigued. Many are no doubt used
to seeing sit on top kayaks but SUPs are still
quite rare – although we did see one atop a
camper van in the beach car park.

Open water
Paddling opportunities aren’t just confined
to the river though. Greece’s summer
mornings are usually glassy calm affairs
and paddling out of the bay reveals a
coastline of tall sea cliffs, craggy outcrops,
caves and small apostle like sea stacks that
are perfect for circumnavigating.

If you’re looking for a relaxed family
holiday in an area that offers rustic
charm and plentiful SUP touring
opportunities then you’d do a lot worse
than heading to this part of Greece. We
barely scratched the surface of what’s on
offer – there’s so much more to
investigate in the area. Ammoudia is
unique in its river setting with wide open
safe bay next door and those with little
ones will find it especially applicable.
Sometimes it’s nice to chase swell, while
at other times it’s simply enough to take
in your surroundings from the water.
Stunning views, interesting coastline,
unique routes to explore and some
quality grub and drink – you’ll find it all
here…Perhaps travelling with SUP kit
isn’t that bad after all…

The feeling of isolation is all encompassing
once away from Ammoudia’s safe bay. It’s a
deep blue sea out there and there aren’t
many landing points along this sheer
coastline. If you find yourself in this area
and fancy indulging in some SUP touring
then make sure you’re adequately prepared.
In theory it should be possible to make
passage north to Parga but you’d need to
have someone with you and make sure your
skills/experience are up to the task.

Back on the road
After a few days of exploring Ammoudia
and the surrounds we’d reached the point
where it was time to move on. During the
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Stretching it out –

SUP Yoga in S

Like many of you I have tried a
number of new experiences in
my life, some I have enjoyed
and continued like SUP
surfing, and others I have not
enjoyed like country fair
dancing. When I got the
chance to take part in a SUP
Yoga class based at the Helly
Hansen Watersport Centre in
Salford Quays I thought why
not?

Finding peace, balance and
harmony in the heart of the city…
Words and photos: Alistair Daish
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Salford
So on a sunny day in May I turned up to
the centre. It’s a different experience to
normal. Instead of trees and countryside
that you often find at watersport venues
you are instead greeted by towering
office blocks and modern apartments.
Over the years Salford Quays has
undergone a huge rejuvenation project
and now with Media City right next door,
and a number of other big businesses
working close by, it has developed into a
rather beautiful urban area.

We used inflatable SUPs from Starboard
and were each issued a set of attachment
ropes that we would use to connect
ourselves together and not float off. To
start Magda ran through basic SUP controls
and then helped launch us onto the water.
In order to get to the Yoga venue we had to
paddle down the length of the dock which
was made more enjoyable by watching a
wake boarder zip past on the cable system.
We then entered a small tributary
connected by a series of canals. The dock
we arrived in was very serene on one side –
a series of red brick modern flats flanking
us – and on the other side small office
buildings. The dock had some floating
islands designed for birds to nest in and it
was all very relaxed.

After getting changed we met out instructor
Magda. A Yoga instructor by trade she
wanted to offer more so branched out in to
stand up. Magda was very friendly and was
instantly chatting away and putting us all
at ease. I asked Magda what is involved in a
typical lesson. She said: “The Yoga practice
is suitable for everyone – from beginners to
those who are up for more advanced
postures. Tips and explanations are given
through the whole session. Every class is
finished with a long relaxation period while
lying on boards so students can enjoy
nature and the water beneath.”

Magda began the session very gently
running us through a simple Yoga routine.
Once she had us limbered up we started on
some more strenuous balance movements.
After we had our first dunking of the
session you could tell everyone realised
the pressure was off. Even if we fell in we
weren’t the first.

Performing Yoga on a SUP really was a
unique experience. I asked Magda what the
difference is between SUP Yoga and on the
land. She replied: “Standing on a moving
surface engages every single muscle in your
body. Your awareness increases as you have
to think about every movement you make.
If your mind is wondering it is likely
that you’re going to fall in. Like all Yoga it
improves your balance, strength and also
calms your mind. But unlike regular Yoga
you can really connect to nature.”
Further into the session Magda started
really challenging us and so the old
gymnastic talents of mine had to be
brought out as we performed back bends,
head stands and tree poses (standing on
one foot whilst the other foot rests on the
other leg). Think Karate Kid – I felt my
attempt would have made even Mr Miagi
proud. That was until I fell onto the board
and then into the water.
Magda ended the session with a meditation
session which had us lying down with arms
and feet in the water and deep breathing to
clear our minds. This was my favourite part
as with the birds singing and a gentle breeze
I felt at peace and tranquil. As I opened my
eyes I realised just how strange and weird
this whole situation was. Here I was in an old
shipping dock on a SUP board performing
Yoga in the middle of the city.
I asked Magda at the end of the session
what’s been her best experience taking these
classes in Salford? “Every class is different
because we are outside and the weather is
unpredictable. Some days we have had
glorious sun where you can get properly
sweaty just wearing shorts and bikinis –
plenty of vitamin D! But at other times it
rains... This is an absolutely magical feeling
– warm rain running down your face and
body. Real connection to nature.”
Overall this was an amazing experience and
not just the chance try out a new sport and
learn some new moves but also the
opportunity to view the city from a different
perspective. From the water you truly
appreciate the size of the buildings and the
stillness that can be found whilst everyone
else is rushing from place to place.
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ADVERTORIAL

Scenic Seven Sisters
south coastt
Words and pics:
Neptune SUPs
Most people think that if
you live on the coast you
spend most of your time
SUPing on the sea. The
reality is as anyone that
lives on the coast will tell
you, sometimes the sea is
just not an option. Whether
it be the tide is wrong,
water state too choppy or
too much current, the list
goes on. Sometimes it’s
just a no go. So other
options are needed.

If you have your own kit you can just rock
up and get on the water for ‘free’ (apart from
your car park ticket). There is a club house
which is home to Buzz Active. The centre is
run as a part of East Sussex County
Council’s ‘learning outside the classroom’
portfolio. This includes offsite approvals,
Duke of Edinburgh Award and local
provision for sailing, windsurfing, team
building, power boating, kayaking and in
recent seasons, stand up paddle boarding.
It’s a facility for the whole community.

Lakes and rivers are always great fun and
when learning an important proving ground
to hone your skills. Also you are guaranteed
to get a paddle. We have all done the journey
to the beach only to be met by less than
perfect conditions and thought better of it. If
you live in the south east you’re surrounded
by amazing lakes, reservoirs and rivers. This
article is about one such area – the Seven
Sisters and the River Cuckmere.
The Seven Sisters is a series of chalk cliffs
next to the English Channel. They form part of
the South Downs, East Sussex, between
Seaford and Eastbourne. The cliffs are
occasionally used in filmmaking and TV as a
stand-ins for the more famous White Cliffs of
Dover. They are also featured at the beginning
of the film Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves, and
at the end of the film Atonement.

There’s also another location on Eastbourne
seafront. The two centre operation
introduced SUP as a core part of its offering
in 2012. In 2016 this has focussed primarily
on the renamed Buzz Active Cuckmere
Centre. They use a range of equipment and
work closely with Neptune SUPs.
The Cuckmere Valley – one of East Sussex’s
countryside gems – is an iconic Sussex
beauty spot. SUP has become one of the
fastest growing sports in the UK and
worldwide and in East Sussex it’s no
different. The Buzz Active Cuckmere Centre
provides tuition and rental to all for this
popular and accessible sport. With a range

The Cuckmere Valley in East Sussex is quite
possibly the best location in Sussex to
experience SUP with a range of water states
– from calm and sheltered areas of
meandering river, tidal river and access to
the sea and surf. It’s the home of Neptune
SUPs who can often be found carrying out
R&D and demos on the river.
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ADVERTORIAL

t SUP at its best

What can I expect when paddling
on the river?
From beginner to hardcore riders, the Seven Sisters will not disappoint. If you
are just learning then going from the slip by the club house is perfect. It’s land
locked so there’s no tide or currents to worry about yet still there’s a good
stretch to play on. For the more adventurous, once you reach the natural end,
then it’s off and over a small ridge. You are now on a sea connected river so
check tide times etc. After that you have two choices.
1. Go left and paddle to the sea. Depending on conditions you can catch some
nice waves at the end of the route (that’s the part of beach that was used in
Robin Hood). It’s an average distance paddle of about 1.5 miles. For the real
hardcore you can keep going left from the river mouth and paddle to
Eastbourne. This is for experienced riders only as there is only one exit point
(Birling Gap about seven miles away) and then it’s about another seven mile
paddle to Holywell (the next out). Again you really must check the tide on
this, but if you do get it right, what a paddle! Passing Beachy Head
lighthouse and some amazing coastal views I would recommend at least
two SUPers, with buoyancy aids, radio, and provisions buddy up. Parking is
at both locations – it would be a long day completing the return leg – but
certainly achievable for the adventurous and experienced.

of 10’ and 10’6’’ Neptune all rounders, the
Cuckmere River is a perfect location for
novices and experts alike.
Offering a sheltered oxbow lake known as
‘the Meanders’, this closed section of river
affords paddlers the perfect spot to start out
on shallow sheltered water where
participants can easily get to grips with SUP
and progress their skills easily with qualified
staff available for tuition. Hire is also
available.

2. Go right and paddle inland. This is a very scenic route going under bridges
and paddling close to grazing cattle. You can keep on going for as long as
you like as the river goes on for miles. Most stop at the beautiful village of
Alfriston and get a well-deserved drink. This takes about an hour and a half
with the tide from the slip. To really max this run it’s well worth planning
your journey and getting the tides right as it’s a tough route against but
great fun with!

The centre also has access to the tidal
section of the river. Tours are available up to
Alfriston, a beautiful and historical Sussex
village, and down to the river mouth. Local
brand Neptune SUPs, started by Damian
Scott an Eastbourne local, meant an
opportunity arose to champion a local
brand developed by local people.

Regardless of ability the Seven Sisters has a lot to offer.The locals are very
friendly and regardless of conditions you will be able to get on the water.
There is accommodation close by and Alfriston has a great campsite, B&B’s
and pubs with rooms. So don’t be shy come down and give it a try, see you
on the water.

Working with Neptune SUPS the centre has
started a social group involving the
Eastbourne SUP community, which every
Thursday evening gives people the chance
to paddle with others if they have their own
kit, try some Neptune gear and meet some
of the Neptune SUPs team.
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C O M PA R I S O N R E V I E W

Affordable racing
Fatstick 12.6ft x 28” and 14ft x 28”

Prices:
12.6ft x 28” – £799
14ft x 28” – £849

Info:

As SUP racing’s popularity continues to increase we have two boards
under the microscope for this particular comparison test – 12.6ft x 28” x
243L and 14ft x 28” x 267L Fatstick Race. We delve deep to see what you
get from the cost effective end of the market and how these two shapes
stack up against one another. After all, from previous experience, we know
boards aren’t simply scaled up or down versions of the same design…

www.supdirect.co.uk/fatstic
k-shop/4584165157/12'6race-touring-sup/7372430

Finishing off the tail has a moderate
amount of rocker to help deal with bumps
and fin boxes are US in style. Both
boards have secure carry handles
although the updated 2016
12.6ft version is more
rounded, with knuckles
easily fitting inside,
and therefore most
efficient. The
deckpad on the
12.6ft also
covers the
middle
spine.

First looks
Both Fatstick’s are eye catching in
bamboo wood reveal. This was confirmed
every time we had them on show.
Passers-by would comment and other
paddlers would hover close in the hope of
taking them for a spin. In that instance
alone Fatstick has done a good job –
making kit appealing is half the battle.
Lying side by side the 12.6ft and 14ft look
ready for business. The padded standing
area is slightly hollowed out to drop centres
of gravity closer to the water whereas aft
sections are raised and naked – i.e. no
traction. If buoy turns are going to be in the
mix then it’d be wise to wax this area up
otherwise you’ll be in the drink.
Underneath is where there’s considerable
difference between the two designs. While
both have keel-like water piercing bows it’s
the 12.6ft which features the most extreme
– it really is pronounced when compared to
the 14ft. And it stretches a little closer to
where paddlers will be standing before
flattening out. How this affected
performance was going to be interesting.

Weight
Now we’ll not lie. Due to their bombproof
construction, Fatstick’s 12.6ft and 14ft race
SUPs aren’t the lightest kiddies on the
beach. But this also reflects the price. That
said, carrying either SUP is no issue – our
lightest tester (58kg) had no trouble. OK, if
the type of race events you’re thinking of
entering have BOP running starts then you
may be at a disadvantage. But once on the
water a slight amount of weight could be
good – as long as you’re on the right model.
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C O M PA R I S O N R E V I E W
On the water
We were expecting the 14ft Fatstick race
SUP to be the quickest out of the blocks.
Yet this wasn’t the case. With its slightly
lighter lay up and efficient hull shape
the 12.6ft leapt ahead instantly leaving
the 14ft for dust
Up to full speed and the 12.6ft keeps on
going – with efficient paddle technique it
knifes through water, wavelets and froth,
the water displacing either side of that
pronounced keel in satisfying fashion.

Fins
Although the fins supplied with
Fatstick’s 12.6ft and 14ft were fine, we
swapped them out for a pair of K4’s. K4
Fins are some of the most affordable on
the market and therefore compliment
these boards perfectly. Offering race
suitable performance these plastic foils
are good choices for those wanting a
high performance skeg without breaking
the bank.

At 28” wide it’s not necessarily that
technical on paper, however, but be aware
there’s quite a bit of ‘roll’ due, once again, to
the deep vee. Side chop, for instance, can
catch riders off guard. Fortunately there’s a
good deal of secondary stability built into
the 12.6ft, which if you trust it, won’t trip
you up as much. We also felt moving feet a
tad further back helped alleviate ‘roll’ – just
don’t stand so far back that you end up
creating unnecessary drag.
In contrast the 14ft is much more planted.
The extra board length and construction
means it sits lower in the water and while
the pointy nose does indeed displace water
it doesn’t do so as efficiently as the 12.6ft.
The 14ft therefore needs a much more
powerful stroke to shove it through the
brine – bigger, heavier paddlers apply here.
Once up to top speed it keeps momentum
and glide between paddle strokes allowing
pilots to back off and get into the groove –
it’s a sweet sled for drafting.
Fatstick’s 14ft is a much less technical ride
and really holds its composure in rough,
less than ideal sea states. Chop and waves
do their level best to buffet and knock
paddlers off but it just won’t budge. It’s a
great confidence booster for anyone
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Conclusion
Neither of Fatstick’s race boards are
pretending to be something they’re not.
If you want the absolute highest level of
racing performance then look elsewhere.
What the 14ft and 12.6ft do offer are
versatile platforms that can hold their
own with adequately skilled pilots at
the helm. Both boards provide a tool for
honing skills while being rounded
enough to cross over into other areas of
stand up. The 14ft, for instance, would
make a great touring board.
Lighter riders or those looking for a more
technical race board would do better with
the 12.6ft. Super-efficient for its size and
weight, the arrow sharp nose cuts an
extremely smooth line through all manner
of water states. In contrast the 14ft offers
a more relaxed experience that
bigger/heavier riders would have more fun
with. And the prices of each, as we’ve said,
are extremely kind to bank balances…
entering SUP racing for the first time and
will allow riders to develop and evolve in a
slightly drier fashion than the 12.6ft.

Downwind
One thing both the 12.ft and 14ft do well
is catch bumps, relative to the style of
board they are. Neither is a dedicated
downwind machine but you’ll be
surprised how much get up and go the
two have when presented with a few
rollers – great for coastal racing.
Riding from the tail both 14ft and 12.6ft
Fatstick’s are pretty lively and will reward
accurate trimming. That’s not to say they’re
technical to ride in this domain but they will
help tutor and allow riders progress.

Gear shed

SUP Mag UK’s test station.
If you want your product
reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email:reviews@
standuppaddlemag.co.uk

b o a r d s

Reviews kindly supported by:

Hybrid Carbon £1649 13.8kg

s h e d : h a r d

Glide is impressive as you sweep
away from the beach. Even if
flotsam should present itself the
AllStar knifes through as if butter.
Water displaces efficiently and
tracking is also good – rough
conditions are actually rewarding
when riding the AllStar 14ft.

You instantly know when you’ve got a Starboard SUP in front of you.
The quality and level of craftsmanship that goes into each shape is
obvious – even more so in the flesh. Carbon and blue livery
with super high end fittings and fixtures scream refined
performance and we couldn’t wait to get it wet.

Price:

k i t

your thing then the Allstar’s multiple handle
location points allow you to get it
setup just right for the fastest starts
and transitions.

Down to business –
Starboard AllStar 14ft x 27” x 324L

Full Carbon £2549 12.5kg

Info:
http://star-boardsup.com/2016/boards/14-0x-27-all_star

Having tested Starboard’s 2015
12.6ft x 28” AllStar we were
intrigued how the 2016 14ft x 27”
would stack up. It’s got a similar
look, with ample volume in the
nose, a scooped out cockpit and
squared off boxy tail. Flip it over
and the hull’s concave, running the
entire length, is particularly
pronounced. Petering out to sharp
rails and finished off with a high end
honeycomb race fin the AllStar 14ft
looks ready for business.

While not being a specific race board,
in the traditional sense, the AllStar
resembles a hybrid shape that could be
equal parts tourer, race SUP and
downwind sled. Race upwind, spin on its
heel – the 27” worth of width not really
affecting things too much (in fact, the
AllStar feels much more stable than
dimensions would suggest) – and speed
off with the breeze on your back.
Catching bumps is a doddle and linking
rides is pretty easy to achieve – even for
inexperienced downwind paddlers. Ridden
off the tail the AllStar 14ft feels relatively
lively. Need a moment of composure to
catch your breath? Step forwards and
everything calms back down. Therefore the
AllStar really helps SUPers progress.

Getting the 14ft AllStar to the water is
a simple affair with its comfortable grip
and lightweight. With fin in place it
does tend to rock tailwards slightly.
Positioning hands further forwards on the
grip helps remedy this. If beach racing is

CONCLUSION
Starboard’s AllStar 14ft x 27”
echoes the feel of its smaller 2015
12.6ft x 28” sibling. An extremely
easy to use but still technical SUP
that can straddle multiple stand
up environments without hassle. If
you’re a racer looking for a
competitive hull shape, here it is.
If you fancy some flat water
touring away from the race course,
no probs. And when conditions turn
on, winds blow and bumps roll, hop
on with the AllStar 14ft x 27”.
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Carrying the Motion to the put is in is a
joy – it’s one of the lightest wood/glass
14fters we’ve tried. For those into BOP
style racing, with running starts
normal, the Motion’s reduced weight
will be most welcome. Although there
weren’t any forward carry handles
supplied with this model there’s the
opportunity to add if needs be.

Price:

Info:
http://locosurfing.com/
product/2016-14-locomotion-race-board-sup/

CONCLUSION
Lightweight, robust and super
versatile Loco’s Motion 14ft is a good
example of SUP design mash ups. An
efficient and competitive race SUP
when driven from the front with
ample rearward stability for
newbie/anxious paddlers getting to
grips with buoy turns. Take it for a
spin in small surf and the rounded
pin plays into the hands of wave
paddlers, gifting riders a
surprisingly carveable machine
almost at odds with its 14ft of
length. We should also mention the
uber sexy fin supplied with the14ft –
another tick in the box. Thanks to
Louis Kirchell for loaning us his 14ft
Motion and making this write up
possible.
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So, fast on the straights and
composed in chop/swell... The real
magic of the Motion 14ft,
however, lies in its
manoeuvrability. With its wide
point further back, and rounded pin
in the mix, pivot turns are lightning
fast and rewarding – anxious
paddlers or those new to buoy turns
will love its good manners. If there’s a
wave in the mix the Motion surfs like a
dream – so much so you forget you’re
riding a 14ft pointy nosed sled. It’s
possible to carve up and down if desired –
another trait suited to surf style events.
And if race comps aren’t on your radar then
consider the Motion as a small wave sliding
machine – summer swells have never looked
so inviting….

b o a r d s

From the off the Motion is fulfilling to
pilot. It winds up to top speed in a
heartbeat and sticks there with
minimal effort. Put the hammer down
and it’s redline all the way. To
compensate for the aft placed width
paddlers will need a forwards paddling
position, lifting the tail slightly in the
process, and improving straight line
efficiency. We thought this might affect
stability somewhat, as there’s less foam
upfront, but it’s not that noticeable as long
as paddle strokes are efficient and regular.
The arrow head nose also beds in and keeps
the Motion planted and well mannered, even
in chop!

£1199 (
also available in Premium
carbon construction for £1499)

A super comfy deck pad is underfoot,
although a slightly thinner type
would give more feel. As we
understand it you can customise
all Locos at point of order so
worth tapping Mr Thwaites up if
this is a requirement. That said
your tootsies will love the stock
pad’s comfort level.

s h e d : h a r d

Loco’s Motion 14ft x 28” certainly stands out on the beach, and not
just because of its lime green paint job. There are a few other traits
to this board that make it unique. Unlike many brands Loco employ
a rounded pin tail instead of more common square tail – the NE
based brand isn’t afraid of thinking outside the box that’s for sure.
Paddlers will also note the board’s wide point is located rearward.
We were intrigued to see how these two characteristics
transferred to on water performance.

kg ie t a r

Poetry in motion –
Loco Motion 14ft x 28” 300L

Jetting off –
SIPA Drive Cruiser

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

We love toys/gadgets and little play things that aren’t the norm.
With SIPA’s Drive Cruiser you get this by the bucket load and then
some. First it was their self inflatable stand up paddle boards they
brought us and now it’s the Drive series.

Price:
$2,090.00 USD

Info:
http://shop.sipaboards.com
/products/sipaboardsdrive-cruiser

and glide is pretty good. Making pivot
turns and manoeuvring, the Cruiser is
rewarding as there’s a decent
amount of width packed in that’ll
help keep paddlers dry. (The Drive
unit’s centralised position doesn’t
affect manoeuvrability too much).

What’s the Drive all about I hear you ask?
Well, it’s exactly that: a mini jet propulsion
system that sits encased in the middle
part of the board’s deck, controlled via
remote attached to your paddle and
able to inflate (without the need of
manual pump), increase the rate of
knots you move through the water and,
with the additional of LED bottom lights,
illuminate your dusky SUP experience.

The supplied carbon shaft paddle is
efficient to use and if you didn’t flick
the switch you’d be none the wiser.
Hold down the on button, however, for a
few seconds and the Drive’s remote
comes to life. Red and green LEDs tell
you what’s happening and then it’s
all systems go. With three speeds
you can control the amount of
boost you get incrementally. And
boost is what you get.

To be honest having the self-inflating
version alone is cause for
celebration. As much as we’re
used to, and don’t mind, the blow
up process, it’s nice to not have
to worry about this. Simply
unfurl the board, remove the
top lid of the drive unit, plug in
the air pipe and switch on. In
minutes you’ll have a fully
inflated SIPA SUP all of your
own. And then the fun really
begins…

Simply put, the jet adds another
few knots to your stroke speed. Of
course you can simply stand on
the Cruiser and let the engine do
its work. Far more rewarding is
paddling at the same time – it’s
like someone hit fast forward. It
really comes into its own if you
have to paddle into wind/tide/swell.
For anxious paddlers the Drive will be a
comfort blanket giving you safe
knowledge of being able to get home (as
long as the battery’s charged!).

SIPA’s Drive unit stays in place
with the board’s air pressure
surrounding it. Making sure you’ve
fully secured the jet’s casing lid, it’s
then onto the water. Sweeping along
without the Drive turned off is a pretty
standard experience. The Cruiser’s
double lined Dropstitch material is fairly
rigid, it cuts a decent track through the brine

CONCLUSION
SIPA’s Drive Cruiser is a nifty little
design that we had immense
amounts of fun with. The selfinflating properties remove all the
initial grunt work of blowing up
while the jet propulsion system
will give paddlers a much needed
boost of speed when the going gets
tough. Bottom LEDs are great when
light is low or for night paddling
and the included paddle is pretty
good. With its simple to use shaft
mounted control system,
assembly, and effective on water
performance, SIPA have produced a
high end product that looks the biz
and is super fun to use.
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Perfect package –
Fanatic Ray Air 11.6ft x 31” x 295L

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Fanatic’s hard shell 2015 Ray touring SUP is fondly remembered by
us at SUPM. A super versatile board that performs across a wide
spectrum of areas ensures it’s a firm favourite. With that in mind we
were looking forward to trying the brand’s inflatable 2016 version –
the Ray Air 11.6ft.

Price:
Premium 11.6ft: £979
Stringer 11.6ft: £829

Info:
www.fanatic.com/product/
fly-air-touring-3/#series1%7CproductDetailsTabs1

board style, with a subtle nose
rocker keeping clear of chop
and flotsam.

Everything about Fanatic’s Ray Air 11.6ft
screams quality. Supplied with a top notch,
brightly coloured and durable bag, Fanatic’s
Ray Air looks the business on all fronts. An
efficient pump joins the mix and inflating is
simple and straightforward. Maximum
PSI is stated as 18 which, when full
topped up, seems justified – rigid
and hard is what you get. Exactly
what you need. Fanatic’s stringer
technology helps improve on an
already stiff iSUP and upon close
inspection there’s not a seam or
dab of glue out of place – a
super nice looking board.

From the Ray Air’s widest
point the ride is stable
although progressing
paddlers may find it a
lively feeling sled to start
with. There is decent
amount of secondary
stability to trust, however,
which will ensure riders won’t
get dumped in the drink that
often.
With feet on the tail the Ray Air’s
playful nature will help tutor
riders in the art of pivot turns
while the board’s bump catching
ability (for an inflatable) is
commendable. Gliding effortlessly
it could prick interest of those
paddlers looking towards downwind
runs with salivating envy – a
possible route into this side of stand
up…

Having inserted the quality US
Box fin, its efficient forward
thrust ensures sweepers will be
powering away from the beach
in no time. We did think there’d
be similarities in feel between
the Ray Air and its hard shell
sibling, but this isn’t the case.
Obvious when you think about it,
the Ray Air slides across water
rather than knifing through it. It’s
still a quick board, relative to its air

CONCLUSION
Fanatic’s Ray Air is an efficient blow
up cruiser that all types of paddler
will fall in love with. For an inflatable
it has a lot of efficiency when
catching bumps – if this is a
requirement – and is one of the best
blow ups we’ve tried for this job. If
you’re simply searching for an all
round touring SUP, to fit a broad
range of scenarios, then it certainly
won’t let you down. Playful when
ridden from the tail while still
delivering enough usability for
progressing paddlers, Fanatic’s Ray
Air 11.6ft is packed full of fun for all
but the heaviest riders, who may
benefit from the 12.6ft model – a
longer, wider and bigger volume
board that gives increased stability.
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FLYING ON AIR
R AY A I R P R E M I U M . R AY A I R
FA LC O N A I R . R I P P E R R A C E

Get ready to take the ultimate excursion
with our range of inflatable touring boards.
Explore and discover new waters with our
innovative designs, sure to inspire addictive
experiences for all, including the younger
generation. Our race models deliver great
top speeds and optimised flow. Easy to
transport and available with clever extras,
it‘s time to start your adventure and glide
into great territories.

Riders Paulina Herpel, Kai -nicolas Steimer
Photo klaas Voget
WWW.FANATIC.COM/SUP
K66
KK UK LTD, Kiosk 3 - Beach Parade, BN11 2FG Worthing
TT 0190
0190 336
336 8253,
8253, sales@k-66.com,
sales@k-66.com, www.k-66.com
www.k-66.com

RAY AIR PREMIUM
11’6” × 31”, 12’6” × 32”

RAY AIR
11’6” × 31”, 12’6” × 32”

FALCON AIR
12’6” × 26.5”, 14’0” × 29”

RIPPER RACE
10’0” × 26”

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Island style –
Freshwater Bay Paddleboard Co
10.6ft x 32”

Tracking is pretty good for a round nose
inflatable. It sits in an elevated position and is
a board designed to give maximum peripheral
vision to pilots. As such it makes a
good touring SUP and has a fair
stab at covering ground. Glide
is efficient and we found it
held its own against some of
our pointy nose SUPs on
test. Obviously it’s never
going to be as quick but it
was certainly no slouch
either.

Having checked out FWBPC’s Classic 9.11ft hard shell board
last issue we were keen to scope out the brand’s inflatable
offering. Coming supplied with an extremely robust wheeled
bag that has an extendable ‘trolley’ arm poking out from a
pouch in the top, it certainly looks the biz and is again
testament to owner Charlie Cripwell’s attention to detail.

Price:
£679

Info:
www.freshwaterbaypaddle
boards.co.uk/inflatable.html

With its 32” width there’s
plenty of board underneath
feet to practice manoeuvres
and SUP fundamentals. If
you’ve just begun your
paddling journey then it’s an
iSUP that would benefit your
progression and lead you
onto the next step.

Two moulded side bite fins protrude
from the underside with a sliding
plastic skeg that slots in nicely and
screws up with two bolts. It’s a
slightly faffy method but does keep
the fin secure. Double skinned
Dropstitch makes up the bulk of
the board and the quality is
robust and durable with a level of
finish ensuring it’s an iSUP that
certainly holds its own against
the competition. Finishing off is
an efficient double action pump
that quickly inflates.

We didn’t have the
opportunity to use
Freshwater Bay
Paddleboard Co’s air
board in waves but we did
find a few rolling bumps
to play on. In downwind
mode it’s a surprisingly
adept performer – much
more so that you’d
appreciate. Sweeping into
wind is hard work with a
round nose inflatable but
coming back the opposite
way, breeze on your back, is
good fun and could open up this area
of paddling to budding bump rippers.

As with many inflatables the
stated PSI is fine for all round
paddlers looking to get afloat
smoothly. If you want increased
rigidity and therefore performance
you’d do well shoving a bit more in. At
85kg+ our test team members found
more air equated to a better experience
overall with increased efficiency on the water.

CONCLUSION
These days there are a huge amount
of inflatables on the market and not
all are great. It’s easy to end up with
a product that’s not only inferior in
terms of performance but something
that could be dangerous. Fortunately
FWBPC’s offering isn’t one of these
and instead delivers a reliable and
dependable sled that will take pilots
from beginner to winner in a short
space of time. The heavy duty bag
really is a beast and will do wonders
at protecting your stick and
wheeling your machine towards its
next adventure.
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O’Shea continue their run of high end inflatables and here hand us
their 2017 race offering: the 12.6ft x 30” GTR. A beautiful looking
board, featuring O’Shea’s distinctive livery and construction, it’s
eye catching SUP candy and ready for action once out of the
bag and blown up.

Price:
£899

Info:
www.osheasurf.com

Once out on the beach the board is
distinctive in its classic, stylish
O’Shea yellow and black design with
a cool white logo that makes it
uniquely identifiable. As with every
other O’Shea iSUP we’ve tested,
there’s not a seam or stitch out of
place – O’Shea iSUPs really do look
great. Getting it to 15PSI took no time at
all and inserting the fin (or any US box fin
for that matter) was swift. There’s no need
for a screwdriver as the twist head tightens
easily by finger and thumb and is one of the
best systems we’ve come across on iSUPs.

CONCLUSION
O’Shea’s 12.6ft GTR is an
impressive inflatable that’s
extremely well constructed and
holds its own in race environments
while remaining applicable for all
water sweeping. It’s a real pleasure
to paddle and looks great to boot.
If you were to take a board away on
holiday and indulge in some
distance training, or simply head
off to check out new areas, then
O’Shea’s 12.6ft GTR would
definitely be at the top of our list.
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That said there’s enough
versatility for touring style
paddling. The O’Shea
incorporates elastic bungee
straps up front for lashing kit to
its deck. Due to the 12.6ft’s
narrow nose it won’t carry a
huge amount of gear but there
should be enough capacity for
day trip essentials.
Paddling against strong tides
demonstrated how efficient the GTR
was. It will give great confidence
when heading off on distance
paddles. SUPers can be safe in the
knowledge of getting home in the event
of adverse conditions moving in.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

The bag itself is stylishly designed to be
minimalist, light and easy to carry.
Comfortable rucksack straps and a side handle
add to its ease of use. If you’re hiking any
distance to your put in then you’ll be thankful
how comfortable it is to transport. We’d be
quite happy sticking this on our back and
heading to the beach via bike – not
something you can say about many
12.6ft boards! The pump and fin all fit
snugly inside with still loads of room –
how O’Shea managed to incorporate
so much space inside such a small
bag is anyone’s guess.

Getting to the water is easy with a
comfortable carry handle – comfortable
and ergonomic to grip. The board
paddles beautifully, its water
piercing outline shape and wide
square tail helping the board glide
through water with ease and
without loss of stability. It’s
pronounced, shaped pointed nose
cuts through any chop smoothly
and helps the 12.6ft accelerate to a
race pace speed. We tested this
against two other 12.6ft hard shell
race SUPs and it kept up quite
comfortably. If you’re looking at
inflatable boards for racing then
this could be it.

kg ie t a r

Race face touring –
O’Shea 12.6ft x 30” GTR 2017

Float like a butterfly… –
JP CruisAir LE 12.6ft x 31" x 333L

standard. In many cases you'll also end up
with a paddle (albeit lesser alloy version) and
probably a leash. Everything needed to get
you afloat basically. JP buck this trend by
supplying the CruisAir bundled up as a board
only in a bag without wheels.

JP's CruisAir 12.6ft x 31" LE (light edition)
certainly lives up to its name when carting to
and fro. With its weight reduction simply getting
to the put in is super easy. Those familiar with
inflatable SUPs will certainly be aware how much
lighter air filled boards can be but JP take this
one step further here and have produced a
product that really is a joy to transport.

Price:
£749

Info:
http://jp-australia.com/
2016/sup/products/
inflatable-boards/
cruisair-l-e/

Those wondering how the CruisAir's
lightweight capabilities affect construction
needn't be alarmed. Durable double lined
Dropstitch material make JP's 12.6ft blow up
tourer a tough cookie and worthy
consideration for anyone after a quality
inflatable. Reinforcing in the correct places
combined with quality fixtures and fittings,
plus big bold graphics, ensures it's a SUP built
to last and a stand up paddle board that
delivers oodles of performance on the water.

Should this be a concern? Not in the slightest!
While wheels and associated bells and
whistles of other brand products may appear
better on initial glance the CruisAir bag is a
decent bit of comfortable kit regardless. We
travelled abroad with the CruisAir 12.6ft and
had no issue - see article elsewhere in the
mag. In fact the bag was robust and
functional enough to pack out with other
luggage. And while you may not get a paddle
this gives the consumer opportunity to
purchase a higher end sweeper which is much
better in the long run.

Bags for boards

Water fun

Before hitting the brine we should mention
the CruisAir's bag. It's very easy to wander
into your local SUP emporium and expect your
new iSUP to have a wheeled bag included as

With its weight saving properties paddlers
without muscles like Arnie will have no trouble
lugging the 12.6ft to the water. Our less beefy
tester commented as much.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

In the first of a new type of kit test for SUPM we put JP's LE
CruisAir 12.6ft x 31” under the microscope. Read on for a deep
dive product focus.
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CONCLUSION
JP Australia's CruisAir 12.6ft LE
is a winner of a board for its light
weight alone. Jaunts to the
beach on your bike, or travelling
with gear for overseas touring
missions are much more
rewarding - even when supplied
without a perceived bells and
whistles bag. Efficient across flat
water it picks up speed quickly the lighter construction helping
here again - which combined
with its reverse camber enables
improved tracking and
point/shoot riding. If you're
looking for an all round versatile
travel companion or easy to
throw about family iSUP for light
wind days at the coast or inland
paddling adventures then the
CruisAir 12.6ft fits the bill.
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s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

For those wanting to chuck in a
few pivot turns and practice
manoeuvring it's a fine tutoring
platform. Remaining composed
through each transition budding
racers would be able to perfect
their technique with less time
being dunked in the drink. And if
paddlers fancy lashing down
essential touring items to the deck
then the up front section accommodates
more baggage than you'd think.

kg ie t a r

With a few brisk paddle strokes
JP's CruisAir 12.6ft hits top speed
quickly. Light construction
ensures it's effortless to drive and
propel in forward motion with
decent levels of momentum. Sitting
high on the water - rather than in it –
the JP provides an elevated paddling
experience that flat water SUPers will
appreciate. If there's any chop and
flotsam kicking about, or the breeze
picks up, we found its higher riding
properties are slightly affected by
chop buffering. That said with the
hammer down it's possible to
reach your chosen destination
efficiently.

Inflated to the recommended 15PSI the
CruisAir is a pretty rigid platform. Not the
most rigid we've used but certainly enough to
ride over chop without issue and not be an
annoying ‘banana’ that some iSUPs suffer
from. Before laying hands on the CruisAir
UK brand manager Andy Chambers
alerted us to the fact JP have
incorporated reverse camber into
the design. This helps flatten
out the board and allow a
more efficient track.
Translating to paddle strokes
it meant less time switching
from rail to rail, with riders
able to paddle on one side
for longer thereby covering
ground more efficiently.
'Listening' closely to this
part of the design those
comments definitely ring
true. Less paddle transitions
do indeed deliver an
improved experience.
Stability is good - as you'd
expect with 32" of width. Bigger
built paddlers will find even more
balance with a tad more air
rammed inside.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Non-elitist ride –
Red Paddle Co Elite 12.6ft x 26”
which raises the board out the water
and gives and elevated paddling ride,
reducing drag in the process.

After the joy that was Red Paddle Co’s Sport 12.6ft we couldn’t
wait to take the described more performance orientated Elite
for a spin. Designed as the brand’s race sled it certainly
looks up to the job. There’s no pussy footing around here.
Red’s Elite is an extremely flat rockered board. A very subtle
curve runs through the entire length of the Elite – its
progressive bend is designed to excel in straight lines,
there’s no question.

Price:
£999

Info:
http://redpaddleco.com/uk/b
oard/126-elite/

On the water it’s certainly one of the
best tracking inflatables we’ve tried.
The US fin box allows high end race
skegs to be swapped out which
delivers a tuning element to the
board – another tick in the box.
Although we didn’t actually
scientifically test the board’s speed it
felt quick. Up against other boards,
hard and iSUPs, it was always towards
the front of the pack. Paddle with a
high stroke cadence and the Elite
reacts by surging forwards, that low
rocker knifing an efficient line
towards the finish line.

As with Red’s Sport the Elite’s rigidity
success is down to MSL Fusion
Technology (see Red’s website for an
explanation) and the rod inserts
(RSS) that slot into pockets along
each rail. Its narrow 26” width also
aids the solid feel when standing
on the deck – after all, less board
means less surface area to bend
and a more compact shape is the
result. MSL technology also
makes the board 30% lighter
than normal.

What surprised us the most was
how well-mannered Red’s Elite
12.6ft is. For such a race orientated
board with only 26” width
(perceived unstable for many) it
delivers a composed and user
friendly ride. So much so that pivot
turns are swift and mostly moisture
free. Another characteristic is its
versatility – the possibility of surfing
some small waves is there making it a
more rounded purchase. Obviously
paddle fundamentals need to nailed
down to get the most out of such a board
but it’s certainly more of an all comers
iSUP than you’d initially think.

The beady eyed will have noticed
a plastic runner attached to the
underside of the nose. Keeping
the Elite tracking straight and
true this nifty bit of detailing
allows paddlers to focus on the
act of paddling, winning races
and not having to worry about
throwing in corrective strokes.
The Elite is also 150mm thick

CONCLUSION
For a brand who focus on all water
paddlers, and getting every skill of
SUPer up and riding, the Elite 12.6ft
may initially put the masses off. Yet
this wouldn’t be correct. For sure
Red’s Elite 12.6ft is poised to take
paddlers to podium finishes but
there’s more performance built in
than dimensions alone suggest. It’s
possible to surf the Elite, in small
swell, and practicing those allimportant buoy turns are more
applicable than you’d believe – even
with 26” of width. As a step up from
something more touring orientated
Red’s Elite will fit the bill perfectly.
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BLUE CHIP HOLDS THE LARGEST STOCKS OF SUP BOARDS, PADDLES & ACCESSORIES IN LONDON & THE
UK. WE OFFER THE BEST PACKAGE DEALS AVAILABLE. COME AND VISIT US AT OUR HIGH STREET STORE
WE OPEN OUR DOORS AT 07:30, BLUE CHIP - MORE THAN JUST AN INTERNET STORE!

The ASI is recognised as the World leader in
the provision of qualified SUP instructors and
accredited schools. Blue Chip is proud to have
a 100% ASI recognition standard.

SINCE 2009 WE HAVE BEEN SETTING THE STANDARD FOR OTHERS TO FOLLOW
l

l

l

l

l

l

Since 2009, the largest and most active ‘Stand Up Paddleboard’ club in the UK
Blue Chip SUPer Club is a fully inclusive and a ‘non-profit making’ club
Adventure paddling, river, lake and pool training for club members
Club paddles are free for club members
Record breaking viewings of our illustrated blog – paddling twice a week every week
Often imitated - never duplicated

The First ASI accredited SUP
School in Europe for Flat
Water and Coastal Open
Water conditions.
Principle and head
instructor:
Brian Johncey
There is no substitute for
Knowledge, Experience and
Passion

www.BlueChipBoardStore.co.uk
020 8715 0040 94 ChurCh hIll roAd, CheAm, Surrey, Sm3 8lJ
info@BlueChipBoardStore.co.uk

Powerful propulsion – Hornet
three piece adjustable paddle

Born to perform – BIC adjustable
carbon Performer CC paddle

w w w. h o r n e t e u ro p e . c o m

http://bicsport.com

kg ie t a r

s h e d : p a d d l e s

Just as with
Hornet’s iSUP we
reviewed last issue
the brand’s new
three piece SUP
paddle was
eagerly
anticipated. Upon
arrival it’s
moderately sized
camo fibreglass
blade, three piece
carbon shaft and
ergonomic handle
sure look up for
the task ahead.

BIC’s Performer CC adjustable carbon paddle is the most
popular in the brand’s range – according to BIC’s website.
Lightweight, easy to use and featuring a 90” wide blade – that
fits a broad range of stand up paddle disciplines – it certainly
looks up for the task in hand.
The adjustment system BIC utilise for their Performer CC is one
of the nicest to use (in our opinion). A spring loaded lever
embedded in the handle allows for incremental adjustments –
even on the fly when out sweeping. If you’re not happy with
your shaft length then simply lift the lever and reduce or
increase with minimal fuss.
In the past we’ve found there can be slight movements after
extensive use with this type of adjustable. Having used heavily
though the Performer didn’t want to budge and we have total
confidence in it not slipping, whatever conditions you’re
paddling in.

Feeling light in the
hands the shaft is
pleasant to grip
and even with only
a single push pin
securing
mechanism for the
bottom half of the paddle it feels solid through each stroke. The
head adjustment is a push lock system and is also rock steady
– there was no play during sweeps.

The T grip is super comfy and fits palms of hands
ergonomically providing an efficient point of contact. Some
paddlers do prefer other types of handle but BIC’s Performer CC
is certainly good for most SUPing needs.
At 90” BIC’s blade is on the narrower side which allows a super
smooth entry into the water. Shaft flex is pretty stiff and
drawing through each stroke is a powerful affair. Propulsion is
therefore efficient and accurate with minimal blade flutter. The
Performer CC is a forgiving blade to swing even with its flatter
power face. There’s a subtle dihedral running into the bottom
half of the blade which suggests more technique may be
needed. Technical/experienced sweepers will be able to unlock
the most performance but intermediates will still find a nice
‘engine’ in BIC’s Performer.

The Hornet’s power face is quite flat with only a subtle dihedral
running through the first two thirds of the blade. With this in
mind it’s key to bury the Hornet fully to maximise propulsion.
There isn’t any flutter as long as SUPers fully submerse and it
delivers quite a bit of oomph. Shaft flex is moderate to stiff,
which again, leads to a powerful stroke. We were keen to see
how this affected us during lengthy sessions, as some stiffer
paddles will fatigue joints and muscles. The Hornet, we’re
happy to report, didn’t seem to give us any issues. It should be
said that setting the extension to the correct height will help in
this instance.

For those who do love putting the hammer down it delivers
cracking drive for race SUPs while remaining flicky for anyone
looking towards wave orientated paddles. Rail to rail transitions
and wrap arounds are easy to achieve and redirects rewarding.

CONCLUSION

In terms of environment the Hornet three piece works fine on
flat water but does come into its own when powering up SUP
surf sleds. From standing starts riders will get their sled up and
running quick smart. At the same time it remains a flicky
paddle for rail to rail transitions during turns.

BIC’s Performer CC adjustable
carbon paddle is a good
example of a versatile, good
value mid to high end sweeper
that will accommodate various
SUP tastes. If you’re a tourer or
recreational SUPer it works fine
while racers and surfers will be
able to unlock the features
needed to make every session
successful. Lightweight, durable
and boasting a super easy to
use adjustment system the
Performer CC could be a great
main blade or secondary
backup that multiple users can
take advantage of.

CONCLUSION
Hornet’s three piece adjustable paddle is a reliable piece of kit that
SUPers could use as their primary form of propulsion or back up
option. Travelling stand ups will find it worthy of kit bag inclusion –
especially if surf destinations are on the itinerary. Powerful from the
word go it rewards refined stroke types although there’s no reason
why newbies couldn’t use it to develop and progress. The ergonomic
handle fits comfortably into the palm of user’s hands and not once
did the connections between sections show any signs of wobble. For a
new to UK SUP paddle market the Hornet three piece adjustable
really delivers.

Price: £190.00. Carbon/fibreglass – £160
Price: €175
Info: http://store.bicsport.fr/sup/pagaies/paddle-performer/suppaddle-performer-cc.html

Info: www.horneteurope.com
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Photo: Matt Parker

Scan QR-code
to find Werner
produtcs online

www.wernerpaddles.com

EEuropean Distribution by System X

www.systemxeurope.com

Stand up paddler's love NCW - our range is
ideal for SUP. Whether surfing,
downwinding or keeping toasty during
mellower sessions our extensive list of
products are designed with frequent cold
water use in mind. NCW thermal rashies,
hoods, boots, socks and gloves are necessary
accessories paddlers can't be without.
If you're going to get
wet you'll be needing
some NCW rubber!
Check our full range at
www.northcoast
wetsuits.co.uk or for
personal service and
advice give us a call on
01208-880839.
FREE shipping using the
offer code 'SUPM' when
you place your order
online for a limited
time.

For the touring
paddler check out our
great range of dry
bags - perfect for
keeping your
belongings
moisture free.

As reviewed in SUP Mag UK
standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/10/12/like-a-glove-northcoast-wetsuits-mini-front-zip-winter-steamer-review
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Fun and function –
GlideSoul women's 3/2mm wetsuit

Robust elegance –
Elliot Brown Canford watch

http://uk.glidesoul.com/en/

http://elliotbrownwatches.com/

There's a raft of new
wetsuit companies
popping up who are
injecting colour and style
back into a market that's
been predominantly
bland - in terms of
aesthetics - for what
seems like years. Black
rubber maybe be top
drawer in terms of
keeping you toastie but
there's definitely a lack of
visual flair. Enter
GlideSoul who are aiming
squarely at being noticed
as well as producing
technical, performance
orientated products
combined with bold
colourways.
The 3/2mm full suit we tested is actually one of the more
knocked back styles offered by GlideSoul. Punctuated by fluro
yellow and black and white leopard skin neoprene our female
tester preferred this to some of the brand’s other models on offer
as it was a little more understate for her tastes – everyone has
different preferences after all.
But don't get us wrong GlideSoul wetties are more than style over
substance. Their 3/2mm is a proper technical piece of kit and
perfect for low temp high season (summer) sweeping. The suit
fits snugly and flatters female body shapes. We doff our caps to
the smooth skin neck seal which makes for easy glide during
fitting - it's super easy to get on. Diamond accents on the inside
of wrists and ankles make pushing feet and hands through a
doddle and the neoprene itself offers stretch and flex to
accommodate fully extended paddle strokes, twists and SUP
contortions. BAB Supratex knee reinforcements are a great
addition and will help when scrambling on and off boards.
Being a double lined neoprene suit there's a degree of evaporative
cooling after immersion. During warmer months this shouldn’t be
too much of an issue and it's certainly a robust and durable wetty
that straddles multiple SUP environments. For us GlideSoul’s
3/2mm full suit comes into its own if you're hitting the surf,
downwinding or practicing any kind of SUP where you may be in
the water a fair bit.

CONCLUSION
Visually stunning and with a style and cut that flatters women
stand ups GlideSoul's 3/2mm full wetsuit is a high end technical bit
of kit that has more to it than aesthetics alone. A bunch of well
thought out technical features lend it to SUP athletes while
remaining applicable for everyday paddlers. We loved the suit and
like the fact brands such as GlideSoul are aiming squarely at the
female wetsuit market and doing so in fine form.

Being original founders of Animal watches you'd assume the
owners of relatively new timepiece brand Elliot Brown would
have an appreciation of what makes a good wrist worn clock –
especially for those of us in to water or outdoor sports. And
ensure this fact they do. With designs manufactured in an
aesthetically pleasing style Elliot Brown watches are injecting
chic back into the action sports market.
We got our grubbies on the brand’s Canford time-teller (there are
currently only two models available, albeit in various colourways)
which was supplied with two strap types. Brown leather for post
brine time and a hard wearing orange, funkier looking rubber
strap that Elliot Brown have recently introduced to their range.
Having the option to switch up the feel of your watch, simply by
changing straps, is a big plus in our book. This Canford is
therefore applicable to formal events, such as evenings out, as
well as swanning about at the beach. It's the robust nature of
both strap and watch, however, that's the biggest plus.
We chucked the Canford at all manner of watery scenarios - surf,
flat water, cool temperatures and extreme heat (during a recent
Greek excursion) and found it's a timepiece that really stands up
to all manner of abuse and remains faithful. Our secondary
'toddler test' also further proved just how robust the Elliot Brown
is – there’s no greater test for a product than having your two
year old ‘play’ with it! In this instance Elliot Brown’s Canford
passed with flying colours.

CONCLUSION
A passionate design ethic at its core,
combined with unrivalled expertise in
the watch making field, Elliot Brown
are bringing chic looking timepieces
back to the world of action sports.
SUP being the demanding
environment it is an Elliot Brown
watch won't let you down. Surf, race,
flat water, downwind and every other stand up paddle discipline
will see the Canford slotting in nicely. With its simple but efficient
functionality, understated elegance and option of swapping straps
it straddles formal and casual scenarios easily.

Price: £169

Price: £325 then £50 for the rubber strap which comes in a variety
of colours.

Info: http://uk.glidesoul.com/en/shop/product/full-wetsuit-32-mm/

Info: http://elliotbrownwatches.com/canford/
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Nicely lined up –
Peak UK Bagz Shorts Lined
w w w. p e a k u k . c o m /

We’ve always been keen to feature kayaking stuff that’s just
as easy to combine with SUP and Peak UK certainly fits the
bill. The Matlock based brand are not only well renowned
throughout the recreational kayaking world but also supply
the GB team’s official kayaking and canoeing clobber, the
stuff of World and Olympic Champions – so that should
indicate to you something straight away on the quality of
the gear they manufacture.
They’re not the lightest shorts you will ever wear but have a
robust and well put together feel that gives you the confidence
these fellas will hold up to anything you may throw at them.

Sizes: XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL
Colours: Grey

Warm and quick drying, they have the thickness of material with
the warm fleece lining to last you well into the Autumn months
and those quick drying polyester outer fabric qualities mean no
need to change for those longer summer evenings on the beach
or round the camp fire. Great for SUPing but also just as
adaptable for cycling, climbing and many other sporty activities.

CONCLUSION
Peak UK are a serious contender in the
UK watersport marketplace and who
knows but if they do decide to
seriously branch out into the SUP
world, then their rugged materials and
quality garments could be a treat worth waiting for. The Bagz
Shorts have all of that in spades and wether taking a long
distance SUP paddle or mooching around on the beach, these
shorts could well be the ones for you

Features:
l
l
l
l
l
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Comfortable and durable mid weight ripstop polyester outer
with water repellent finish.
Polyester quick drying fleece lining.
Flat lace waist cord.
Two zip pockets with gear loops and sewn drainage.
Great both on and off the water.
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Price: £59.
Info: http://www.peakuk.com/legwear?product_id=105
k

The wall – summer SUP gear
hanging by a thread

Hutch SUP Wear
Owned and run by avid paddler and
entrepreneur Simon Hutchinson
Hutch SUP Wear are a home grown
UK brand that have been building a
reputation organically. Offering a
variety of different Ts, hoodies, and
technical waterwear – for him and
her – Hutch’s gear is easy on the eye,
but functional to boot. Hutch’s
technical wicking wet T SUP top is a great choice for those
looking for single layer protection when out for a sweep in
warmer conditions. We used this to great effect during a recent
overseas trip – and not just for SUP. Light, airy and fast drying
it’s a top notch bit of kit.

Although Riders on the Storm was
originally born to service the
windsurfers of the world we all know
that breeze doesn’t puff all the time. For days when it doesn’t
blow there’s SUP and brand owner Timo is super keen on stand
up. Edgier designs and styles make up ROTS’s catalogue of
choices but all are high end products that look the bomb on
the beach, at the lake or when hanging out at the bar post SUP
session. They also supply a bunch of nifty accessories
including the ROTS soft shell jacket – great for chillier evenings
– and hard wearing tea/coffee mug. The Riders on the Storm
soft shell jacket has already proved its worth when faced with
wetter than average UK SUP conditions to the point where it’s
now an essential part of our wardrobe.

Info: www.ridersonthestorm.com

Jaybird Wireless X2 headphones
w w w. j a y b i rd s p o r t . c o m
Jaybird introduced the popular wireless BlueBuds X in 2012
but advances in technology means it’s time for an update
and therefore in comes the Jaybird X2. The X2s still use
Bluetooth 2.1 as later versions of Bluetooth adds nothing to
sound quality but there are several big improvements over
the first generation BlueBuds.

Info: http://www.hutchsupwear.com

Rockerline Clothing
Daz Bristow’s Rockerline Clothing
brand takes elements of punk, skate,
street and watersports, chucks them
all in the blender and spews out the contents to deliver a range
of clothing fit for multiple riders across various disciplines and
tastes. That said Rockerline are big supporters of SUP – Daz
himself is known to head out for a sweep when time allows.
Well made and distinctive Rockerline offer a slightly alternative
wardrobe choice for UK paddlers. Rockerline’s range of hoodies
are also worth a look for cooler weather, evenings in front of the
campfire and shoulder seasons. Our pick is the three quarter
arm baseball style T which is so soft and light it’s almost
invisible!

Info: rockerline.com

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

This summer you’ll be needing some stylish threads to keep
you looking fresh under the blazing sun (hopefully we get
plenty of blazing sun this summer!). Here we’ve grouped
together a bunch of apparel from SUP loving boutique brands
that live the life and practice what they preach. From edgy
punk rock inspired designs to more laid back conservative
graphics the following brands deliver function, comfort and
an individual look.

Riders on the Storm
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Sound quality is where it matters and the Jaybirds do not
disappoint. There’s both plenty of bass and good clean treble
delivering a very nicely detailed playback, which is delivered
with aplomb when combined with the maximum noise
insulation. Distortion does eventually kick in but by that time
you will have reached the maximum your ears will take
anyway.

The handy, slim and easy to use in-line remote remains from
the previous Bluebuds. You can increase/decrease volume, or
alternatively skip and reverse music tracks by holding down
the plus and minus buttons for one second. You switch to your
phone by pressing the middle button, which also gives other
call options depending on how long or how many times you hit
the button. Finally, hold down the centre button for more than
four seconds and the X2s will power down.

Still carrying the lifetime guarantee against sweat-related
damage, the X2s, look visually different as there is more colour,
less chrome with glossy plastic ditched in favour of a matt
finish. The casing for the X2s has also changed and improved
to a more protective silicone case where inside you find a USB
cable and a pouch holding the in-ear ‘fins’ and three X-fit clips.
One of the largest problems and one if its biggest selling points
are the fit to the ear. Now it’s fair to say there are plenty of
options available and it may be a while until you find the
perfect fit. There are three sizes of fins, three sizes of silicone
tips and three sizes of alternative Comply memory foam tips.
You should try the many different combinations as it can make
a huge difference to the comfort, fit and noise isolation.
Personally, I found the Comply memory foam tips worked the
best, providing a tight seal whilst being comfortable.

CONCLUSION
The Jaybird website gives
excellent video or PDF
tutorials, whichever you prefer
so you can get the maximum
from the X2s. Persist with the
correct combination for a
secure fit and you are onto a
sure-fire winner!

Once I came to my perfect fit, with the fins pushed into the ear
sufficiently far back, they refused to budge, being light and
comfortable to use with a good amount of noise isolation and
keeping noise from filtering out to other people around you.

99
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Price: £120.00
Info: http://www.jaybirdsport.com/x2-bluetooth-headphones/
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The battery life is advertised as being eight hours, which as
with all these items is maybe stretching it. In the short time we
have had the X2s, I would say the average has been more in
the 4-5 hour range, depending on length of use and volume.
The X2s are recharged through the neatly concealed slot in the
right ear piece.

kg ie t a r

There may be times when you would prefer to hear outside
noise for obvious safety reasons and if that’s the case then
simply change the tips to hear more of your surroundings.

Rapid response – FCS II Danny
Ching signature race fin

w w w. h e l l y h a n s e n . c o m

w w w. s u p n o r t h . c o
Having reviewed the FCS
II Touring 9.0 fin last
issue we were positively
buzzing when SUP North’s
Alan Taylor (UK stockist)
suggested we give the
Danny Ching signature
model a spin. What? Check
out one of the world’s best
paddlers’ fins manufactured
by arguably the world’s most
recognisable fin company? Er,
yes, sign us up!

The successor to the original and very successful Aquapace
has several modifications that raises comfort and grip levels.

When the DC landed the first thing that struck home was how
light it is. Sure we’ve used our fair share of high end race skegs
but nothing comes close to the FCS for weight (that we’ve
tried). Manufactured from carbon it looks the bomb with vivid
orange livery and the brand’s ‘snap and lock’ attachment
system standing proud. We won’t bang on about how good this
is, as that was covered in the last report. Suffice to say the FCS
II system will revolutionise your fin changes and swap outs –
try it to experience it.

The new Aquapace 2 has less of a trainer look about it and
consequently has an even lower profile than the original with a
modular rubber outsole made from the usual HellyGrip rubber. This
now feels a little more flexible than the original with no loss of grip.
The usual elastic laces provide some lateral support but most
of the security comes from the elastic surround, which again
has improved over the original.

So back to the actual performance of the fin and once snapped
into its box the Danny Ching 9.0 looks ready and willing for
action. As we’ve already said the fin’s lightweight is
commendable and it barely registers on the overall of your race
SUP. (We’ve mentioned in previous articles that if you’re striving
for podium race finishes then having the correct tools for the job
are key and fins are no different).

Small profile and lightweight, they have a narrow look to them
initially but a comfortable fit once on the foot. I asked for size
11 and they feel the perfect fit, with or without socks with the
EVA midsole providing plenty of support.
Grip in watery conditions is more than adequate as long as the
soles have something to adhere to, so super smooth surfaces
such as slimey rocks and polished decks are out. Their strength
of courses is as a water shoe, where they are breathable and
quick drying with a reasonable tight fit around the ankle to
keep any debris out.

It stands to reason that something so feathery will only help and
not hinder. There’s certainly no drag from added weight
extending from your fin box and the wide base gives enough
stability to keep intermediate and experienced paddlers alike
upright. The only thing we’ll say is that it’s delicate – due care
and attention will be needed as it will chip easily.

CONCLUSION
A first-class watersports shoe that feels very much at home on a
SUP board or in and under the water and the waterside.

Although Mr Ching uses the fin across various race environments
we found it really suits shorter sprints. For distance and ultradistance a longer skeg may help further with tracking. If you’re
needing to fang round multiple buoy turns then DC’s signature
FCS is a pure thoroughbred. It releases at just the optimum
moment and allows smooth transitions from one direction to the
next. As such we couldn’t fault it for rapid racing.

Price: £65.00. Available for both men and women.
Info:
Combination of synthetic and mesh for protection, comfort,
and breathability
l
Breathable and quick-dry synthetic mesh
l
EVA midsole
l
Speed lacing system
l
StormGrip rubber outsole
l

CONCLUSION
A beautifully looking and feeling product the FCS II Danny Ching
signature race fin isn’t simply aesthetics alone. If you’re serious
about racing – especially shorter distances – it’s certainly worthy of
inclusion in your kit box. Tracking well for a stubby foil it also
provided enough stability for dynamic buoy turns without losing
any of its edge. FCS’ snap and lock system is simply amazing and
this alone will change how paddlers view fins. The only thing we did
spot with the DC fin is how fragile it can be. Knocks and scrapes –
especially from shingly beaches or rough ground – will take their
toll. Treat it with care and it’ll serve you right.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

A grippy proposition –
Helly Hansen Aquapace 2 shoe

Price: £89.99
Info: www.supnorth.co/shop/fcs-ii-danny-ching-sup-race-fin/
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AQUASPORT INTERNATIONAL SUPPLIES THE HIGHEST
QUALITY V-COLD PANTS, TOPS, BASE LAYERS AND
PFDS FOR SUP PADDLERS IN EUROPE

BSUPA approved SUP school in Essex
Beginner & Progression tuition
Team of qualified Instructors
Active & friendly membership HUB
Tours, events, kit demo & skills clinics

SUP

For all enquiries sales@aquasportinternational.com

777,56980:.98:213,'/$Ê
59'&// 456980:.98:213Ê
#7:--&64%56980:.98:213Ê
+)"()4+(!**

Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360

McConks

iSUP

A new name in the fastest growing water-sport in the world

McConksUK

“Stability is good up front and it’s
“
a
fun sled to throw in some nippy
pivot turns from the tail”
form that
“A rigid and versatile plat
s will appreciate”
A wide variety of standup

Follow us @

“Families will get a lot
out of the 10’8 McConks
”

Complete beginner/intermediate inflatable
paddleboard packages available from £580.
Pro quality carbon fibre paddles from £150

www.mcconks.com

Purchase a £50.00 Directory ad in the SUP Mag UK and we’ll send you 10 mags to sell at £5.99. You keep the
money and have the chance to make your money back plus a small profit:) Or you can use them in
whichever way you wish.
RESULT: a free ad for your SUP business - can’t say fairer than that! Call Anne on 01480 465081
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